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Welcome to Bowling Green

The BG New»fl>rewi Thonui

While wailing for a transfer student orientation meeting to begin. Sophomore Nursing
major John Swltzer studies the Bowling Green State University Undergraduate Cata-

log outside Mosely Hall. Swltzer said he chose to come to BGSU because "It's a beautiful campus and everyones friendly, and Its a reasonable price too."

Freshmen should take advantage of opportunities
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Histories ofBG and BGSU reveal a rich past
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Welcome to the best 5
or 6 years of your life
Your posters are up, your stereo is
cranked, your clothes are in a big
pile on your closet floor and the room
already reeks of old pizza and spilled
soda. Welcome to Bowling Green State
University, your new home for the next
four (or so) years.
If you're like pretty much everybody
else, you're hoping college will give you
things like an education and access to a
good job. What you've got now is a
choice. You can choose between doing
things the right way or the wrong way do you want to be Goofus or Gallant? A
winner or a loser?
You know that bogus scare speech
you get at the orientation? The one
where University President Paul Olscamp tells you how only two-thirds of
you will manage to graduate from BG
within the next five years? Well, it's
true.
The five-year graduation rate for
BGSU falls somewhere in the upper
50th to lower 60th percentile. That
means that of you 3,000 incoming
freshmen, about 1,200 will transfer,
drop out or be booted out. Look up and
down your dorm hall. Almost half of
you will vanish in the next five years.
It's a lot tougher than you think to get a
good education. And a lot of good people
just can't hack it.
Meanwhile, look at the outside world.
More than a million people graduate
with a college degree each year. Employment and job opportunities fall
somewhere between a bitter joke and a
deep depression. That's a lot of competition for a few good jobs. So unless you
want something better than working a

deep fryer or a gas pump for the rest of
your life, you better get on the stick.
College is NOT like high school. You
can't just coast through - no way. It'll
maybe work for a couple Mickey Mouse
101 courses, but don't get cocky and
think that'll keep working. It won't. Just
ask the 1,200 from the Class of '88.
Studying is like a life raft. Crack a book
and you'll keep your head afloat. Don't,
and you'll sink like a rock.
College is not a four-year party with
a big cover charge. Sure, there are a lot
of opportunities to have some fun. And
you'll take advantage of more than a
couple of them. But don't go overboard.
Don't let the partying be the only thing
going into your head. If you spend more
time with a beer bong than a textbook,
you'll have plenty of great memories to
reminisce over ... with the other 1,200
just like you.
Y'know all those stupid activities
and clubs and organizations all over the
place? They're actually not so stupid.
Get involved with something. Join a
club. Play some intramural sports. Do
something besides sit on your butt
watching Ren and Stimpy.
The sad and frustrating thing is that
no matter how much advice is given
straight from the heart, not a lot will
change. Anyone who's been here for a
while has lost some friends to the 1,200
Club. And nothing can stop that. People
will screw up - that's unavoidable. But
you can make a choice and a chance for
yourself. Go for the gold at BG. You
have a lot to lose and so much to gain.

Democrats' strategy off center
The most disturbing feature of
the Clinton-Gore campaign is its
strategy of going after the "political center." This really means
the disaffected upper middle
class white electorate, which has
voted consistently for Republican presidential candidates for
decades.
Since 1952, the majority of the
white electorate has voted for a
Democratic presidential candidate only once - Lyndon Johnson
in 1964. About 60 percent of all
whites vote for Republican
presidential candidates, while
about 70 percent of Southern
whites consistently vote Republican in general elections. The
Democrats are trying to reach
this lost group by disavowing
their traditional agendas for economic redistribution and civil
rights.
The problem with this "Great
White Hope" political strategy is
it completely ignores the major
demographic, ethnic and class

changes which have occurred
within America during the past
20 years.
In essence, the theory of the
political center says the middle
class white voters are pivotal in
winning elections. However, this
ignores the fact that millions of
middle class whites have experienced a severe drop in their
standard of living recently.

Guest Column
Manning Marable
According to the Census Bureau, adjusted for inflation,
median income levels shrank in
24 of the 50 states in the 1980s.
Thirty-two million Americans
are poor, and the majority of
them are not Black or Hispanic they are white. About one-fourth
of all poor people are children.
These people are not in the com-

fortable, affluent "mainstream."
The theory of the political
"center" focuses on English-speaking, white, ethnically
European people. But America is
increasingly multicultural, not
white. In the past 10 years, there
has been a 40 percent increase in
the number of Americans who
speak foreign languages in their
homes. Furthermore, in the year
2000 it is estimated that one-third
of all Americans will be people of
color - African-Americans, Latinos, Asians, Pacific Americans
and others.
The people of color living in
America experience greater
social problems than other
groups, and have experienced
the greatest decline in real incomes, with dramatic increases
in poverty rates.
This is the America Clinton
cannot ignore.
Manning Marable is a professor
of political science and history at
the University of Colorado.
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Freshmen: you can make
the difference in politics
Welcome, class of 1996! Or is it
'97 or "98? Well, let's remain optimistic. Also a big welcome to
the transfer students, among
whom I was one just a couple of
years ago.
There are many reasons that
people choose to attend college.
Some come with career goals in
mind, some come in search of
something that interests them,
some wish to put off growing up
for another four or five years.
But everybody who attends college has the future in mind, or, at
the very least, recognizes the
importance of the future.
There are many fine student
organizations that cater to the
diversity of the university community. Not every organization is
right for you and it is impossible
even to begin to become active
members in all of them. Today I
will focus on politically oriented
activities.
It is very important to get involved politically. Be it for better
or for worse, almost everything
that happens around you is the
result of politics and government.
In case anybody has been
trapped in a cave without a calender, this is a presidential election year. Opinions fluctuate on
the fickle whims of a random
sample, so the election is at this
point too early and too close to
call.
If you care about the future of
your country, and if you care
about your own future (which
most of you do or you would not
have bothered to pursue a degree), then you must get involved. The degree to which you
get involved can be minimal, as
simple as registering to vote and
then voting on Election Day. If
you are not registered to vote
yet, don't worry, because there
are many fine groups of people
around the campus who will do
everything they can to get you
registered. Who are these people?
They are the same people who
would welcome and appreciate
your involvement in their organizations if you are interested. A
brief look:
College Democrats. This group
is led by students Mike Cook and
Sam Melendez. Their agenda this
election year will essentially be
to register voters and to campaign for Clinton/Gore and pro-

Michael Brennan

mote Democrats running in state
and local races.
College Republicans. This
group is led by student Scott
Ziance. Their agenda for this
election year will essentially be
to register voters and to campaign for Bush/Quayle and promote Republicans running in
state and local races.
Scon Ziance also happens to be
our Ward One city councilman.

"If you care about the future
of your country, and if you
care about your own future
(which most of you do or you
would not have bothered
pursuing a degree), then you
must get involved."

The entirety of BGSU's campus
and a large number of predominantly student neighborhoods are
In this ward. If you're a student,
chances are he's your councilman.

people will extend warm welcomes to all who are interested.
If you want to get involved
with local and campus issues
without necessarily having to
join either of the aforementioned
groups,
consider
theUndergraduate Student
Government. There are many
ways to get involved with USG,
such as running for the senate or
becoming a USG volunteer.
There will be district senator
elections this fall for both on and
off campus.
It is not unusual for a freshman
who is interested in becoming a
senator to be elected in the fall of
his or her freshman year. In fact,
this is very typical. There are six
on-campus districts composed of
different groups of residence
halls. Because most freshmen
are required to live on campus, a
freshman candidate often has as
good a chance as anybody of getting elected in an on-campus district, provided he or she campaigns well. If you are interested
in learning more, feel free to contact USG president Jason Jackson. He, too, is friendly and will
be more than willing to answer
any questions you may have
about USG and what USG does.
The USG of flee is located at 405
Student Services Building. Stop
in or call 372-8324.
A big part of the college experience is getting involved. Start
now. If you are interested in
something, there is probably an
organization at BGSU that concerns it. If there isn't, you can
start one that does.
But whatever you do, don't
miss out ... and don't forget to
register to vote.

Michael Dylan Brennan is a
senior political science major
Both CDs and CRs do much and a columnist for The BG
good work and they both have a News.
great time doing it. Both groups
sponsor events and fund-raisers
and have been known to engage
Letters to the editor
in a friendly little Democrat vershould be a maximum of
sus Republican Softball game
200 to 300 words in length,
every now and then.
typed, double-spaced and
In order to get involved feel
signed.
free to contact any of the people
Address or on-campus
I've mentioned, look for their tamailbox number, along with
bles at the upcoming Organizayour telephone number for
tion Fair or simply show up at
verification, must be inone of their meetings. Meeting
cluded. Letters should be
times will most likely be posted
sent to: Opinion editor, The
around campus or found in the
BG News, 210 West Hall
classified section of The BG
News. I guarantee that these
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Education low on We Care'...until you get here
Voinovich's list
John Harlman

•"VOINOVICHED."
It's a new word coined to describe the damage Ohio's selfproclaimed "Education Governor" is doing to public education and in particular. Bowling
Green State University.
Some examples:
If you are a self-supporting
student and your college tuition
went up 9 percent, you've been
VOINOVICHED.
If you are a parent trying to
pay your college student's tuition
(that went up 9 percent), you've
been VOINOVICHED.
If you are one of thousands of
state college employees who
have lost their jobs because of
the state budget cuts, you've
been VOINOVICHED.
If you operate a business in a
college community and you are
struggling to survive, you've
been VOINOVICHED.
If you work for a state college
or university and you haven't had
a pay raise in two years yet your
fringe benefit costs have risen,
you've been VOINOVICHED.
If your public school district
had to vote for a sharp local tax
increase in order to maintain its
programs for children, you've
been VOINOVICHED.
Now our self-proclaimed "Education Governor" tells us that
the 20 percent budget cuts he
imposed on higher education
were designed to trim the bureaucracy, force professors back
into the classroom and eliminate
duplicate programs.
But these "big targets" are being missed by the budget cuts.
Instead, students, parents, newer
employees, businesses, constituent groups and college communities are being VOINOVICHED by
the cuts.
A career Ohio politician, the
governor acts like he is new to
the state's public education
system while he tries to blame it
for all wrongs and makes budget
cuts to try to convince the public
he is "doing something."
Remember when, as mayor of
Cleveland, Voinovich asked to
take control of the troubled
Cleveland school system? There
was no way the state Legislature
was going to put a mayor in
charge of a school system, but his

request took him off the hook t he could say, "Don't blame me; I
tried."
He is playing the same game
with Ohio's education system.
"Put me in charge," he asks the
state board of education and the
Legislature. Of course he knows
it won't happen, but he can tell
Ohioans, "Don't blame me for
Ohio's public education problems; I tried."
As a career politician, Voinovich should have had his reform
plan for Ohio public education in
the hands of the Legislature on
his first day in office in January,
1991. His education task force,
made up primarily of business
executives who want lower property taxes, is just a sham and a
dodge.
Let the "Education Governor"
send his education reform package to the Legislature. If it
doesn't pass, let him circulate
initiative petitions to put it on the
statewide ballot. He's been in office for 18 months; his reforms
should have passed and been implemented by now - if they were
viable in the eyes of Ohio voters.
But no.
The Education Governor has
chosen to slash public college
and university budgets and
freeze K-12 public school budgets in an election year ploy to
win control of the Legislature.
He didn't have to make the cuts
on July 1 because the state had a
surplus and there was time to
deal with the projected shortfall,
but he made the cuts because the
Legislature refused to pass the
sin tax (liquor and tobacco) hikes
that he proposed - even though
he ran on a no-tax increase platform - and he refused to consider a income surtax on higherincome Ohioans suggested by
Democrats.
So students, parents, college
workers, folks who depend on the
colleges and college town businesses are being VOINOVICHED.
And the self-proclaimed "Education Governor," despite his
protestations, is in reality the
"Education Gutter."

LUNCHEON Noon - 17
(Note: tack on costs to bursar u..
for 'complimentary lunch')
INTRODUCTORY ORIENTATION ADDRESS 12:35 -12:50
"Welcome, Class of 1996. Welcome to Bowling Green State
University, your new home for
academics and higher learning.
Let me introduce, to my left here,
University President Paul Olscamp. President Olscamp had
been on a several month paid
sabbatical, just flying in at the
end of the past spring term to resume running the University.
And let me tell you, his arms are
STILL tired!"
(LAUGHTER)
"Before President Olscamp
has a chance to speak to you, let
me take the opportunity to give
you a little background on the
school, and some tips that should
make your time here a little easier.
"As you may be aware, the financial status of the state of Ohio
is wobbly at best. Huge state deficits have created the need for
cutting the support to many of
the colleges and universities.
This move has put many of the
state-supported schools into a
precarious budget situation.
Speaking of state schools put into
dire financial straits by state
budget cuts, take Bowling Green
State University... please!
(LAUGHTER)
"But seriously, folks, Draconian budget cuts have forced the

Guest Column
Cliff Treyens
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Guest Column

The book stores are crowded,
the dorms are rockin', things are
getting hectic and in just another
month or two the leaves will turn
$. colors
and die. Nothing is like the
fall.
Excuse me If I get a bit cynical
in the following paragraphs, but,
M« MuSt*1, "tkt* to me, the fall (especially the
first month) is a bit of a bitch.
About half of the students here
MAS t*e **rsr live on campus, and a good num•itlewp'l'«*■*•*•*•► ber of them have to live with
r'vt «"♦* V*«rd " people they have never met before and just get stuck with. The
luck of the draw is well in effect
at this fine institution.

J=L

by Jim

Jim's Journal
Tod*«/-

eless, he is quoted on Nov. 27,
1990 - after the campaign - saying
he could balance the budget despite a $1 billion defecit without
raising taxes!
President Bush was rightly
criticized for flip-flopping on his
"no new taxes" pledge because
he used it to get elected and then
ignored it. That is precisely what
Gov. Voinovich has done.
At the very same time he raises
the specter of special interests
against the Democrats, Gov.
Voinovich has a long and close
history with special interests
himself. A variety of special interests contributed to his campaign, which was the most expensive gubernatorial race in
Ohio history.
Since he raised the issue his
record warrants some scrutiny.
We have been treated to daily
stories about the latest exploits
of Ohio State Fair Director Billy
Inmon Inmon, a strong supporter of the governor during the
campaign, was subsequently put
in charge of making the fair a financial success - this despite the
fact his auto dealership had gone
bankrupt.
And at the same time the Governor preaches against politics
as ususal, both Inmon and State
Controlling Board Director R.
Stratford Shields (another Voinovich supporter) have secured
high ranking positions despite
misrepresenting themselves.
Both claimed to have college degrees they did not possess.
This is not the politics of
change many expected from the
Governor, but there is more.
The Governor's brother, Paul
Voinovich, is free to do business
with the state thanks to a ruling
recently by the Ohio Ethics
Commission. But the commission
warned any such business cannot
be authorized or influences by

Scott DeKatch
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here a few years anyway, so nobody cares much. You don't matter as much as someone who wlU
be here 20 years. You are less of
a person.
"Of course, don't EVER get the
idea the city doesn't care. The
merchants and retailers care.
Care about the constant flow of
your bucks that keep this town
rolling.
"Of course, the police are here
"The representational
government system of Bowling to serve and protect you. They'll
Green is set up in districts called serve and protect you so well that
their methods border on ...
zealous. Questionable search and
'"Of course, don't EVffi get
seizures. Possible rights violations. Ask one of the older stuthe idea the city doesn't
dents about this ancient tradition
care. The merchants and
called 'Merry Madness.' They'll
tell you about the march on the
retailers care. Care about
police station, the time when it
the constant flow of your
looked (for oh-so-brief a moment) when things might change
bucks that keep this town
around here. Get a little fairer.
roling."'
Of course, that hope went the
way of the dodo bird and Ross
Perot.
wards. Almost all students - who
make up half of the censusreported population of Bowling
Green -- live in Ward One, while
the other half of the population of
town lives in the remaining
wards. Students, half of the population, get one ward councilman.
The other half of the population,
the rest of the town, gets three
representatives.
"Yeah, sure it's illegal and
wrong ... but hey, you're only

"We hope you enjoy your next
few years in Bowling Green as
much as the students who have
gone before you. Shouldn't be
tough, all things considered.
Don't slam the door on your way
out. Thank you very much."
(APPLAUSE)
Matthew A. Daneman is a
senior journalism major from
Dayton. He wishes all incoming
freshmen lots 'o luck.

the Governor or his office.
Leading up to the Ethics Commission ruling there were charges the Voinovich Companies
headed by Paul Voinovich had
applied political pressure to secure business from the Governor's Office of Criminal Justice Services. The person making
the allegations, the former director of the office, claims he was
fired for speaking up.
Our Governor set a new standard for big-money fund raising
when he held a $25,000-a-head
event during his campaign. Just
one such contribution is more

"President Bush was rightly
criticized for flip-flopping on
his 'no new taxes' pledge
because he used it to get
elected and then ignored it
That is precisely what Gov.
Voinovich has done."

than many Ohioans make in a
year, this is certainly not grass
roots fund raising, and it is fair to
question such large contributions.
In fact, an examination of
finance reports for 1990 reveal
the Ohio Republican Party raised
one-fifth of all its money from
persons giving $10,000 or more.
This is startling evidence of just
how dependent the party is on a
wealthy few.
But there also are specific instances where special interests
which contributed to Gov. Voinovich have since benefitted from
the state.
The first major highway contract of the Voinovich Adminis-

tration - an unhid contract - was
given to a Dayton company, the
executives of which contributed
at least $10,000 to him, the Dayton Daily Newsreported in August of last year. And, the newspaper noted, Gov. Voinovich intoned duringthe campaigned that
"unbid contracts are at the heart
of what's the problem in Columbus."
In May of this year, the same
newspaper reported that a lottery machine contract worth as
much as $21 million was awarded
under the Voinovich Administration despite the fact that it was
not the lowest bid. The machines
broke down more often in field
tests and they were susceptible
to theft. The Cincinnati firm that
recieved the contract was represented by a former Hamilton
county Republican Party chairman, who appealed directly to
the Governor's Office in an
effort to help his company get
the multi-million dollar contract.
In March of this year, the
Cleveland Plain Dealer reported
that the Governor appointed contributors or their relatives to 57
of about 400 appointments he had
made. Some would answer that
this is no different than in the
past. That is exactly the point: In
a state of 10 million people, contributors to Gov. Voinovich cannot change that. People, as they
have shown in this presidential
election year, have minds of their
own and they do not particularly
like political insiders or big shots
telling them what they should believe.
But the Governor's attempts to
influence this year's legislative
elections are turning out to be
important for an entirely
different reason. His political activities, intended or not, beg that
the Governor be held accountable for his actions.

??^Hard livin' and lovin' in BG

Jim's Journal
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"Aside from the University,
the town of Bowling Green has
much to offer as well. We like to
think of Bowling Green as having
a European flavor to it, especially because the local residents,
you will find, are all as warm and
welcoming as the French. You're
all welcome to wander the streets
and neighborhoods, as long as
you don't mind the glares of resi-

dents wondering what the hell
you're doing around here.
"And while it may be true that
in many college towns the city
government has no regard for
the students, you'll find that in
Bowling Green, students are first
in everyone's minds. First to be
screwed, first to be blamed, that
is.

Governor should act, not speak

It is an interesting year to be
governor in Ohio. The next
gubernatorial election is more
than two years off. Your party
controls one half of the Ohio
General Assembly in the Senate,
and you desperately want to control the other.
What's a governor to do? Campaign against the Democrats in
the House, right?
John K Hartman is a DemoIn his blind zeal to defeat the
cratic candidate for state senator Democrats, however, the Govfor District Two.
ernor is laying the groundwork
for a campaign against himself.
He has littered the political trail
YEAH BOB by Darryl Kkahm*.
with contradictions, false statements and hypocrisy that could
leave him wide open when his
election does roll around.
The following examples, when
taken in total, are stark evidence
that Gov. Voinovich is a politician. While he likes to characterize himself as an agent of change
and a departure from "politics as
usual," there is abundant evidence to the contrary.
These examples are all documented, either in campaign
finance reports or news stories.
The lesson is clear: Don't just
listen to what he says, watch
what he does.
No example is more striking
than the Governor's "no new
taxes" pledge made during his
gubernatorial campaign. When
asked about the pledge during a
news conference on the most recent budget cuts, Voinovich denied ever making the statement.
However, a radio reporter pointed out the comment was on tape.
The Governor then admitted
WAYNE WftNTCP THE BEACH TO KIMSElf THAT Mf. *WP HE KNEW
that he "hedged" in the latter
JUST HOW TO GET IT...
stages of the campaign. Neverth-

Todcoj 31 -threw
o\ or\t«w\p1«4-up r

slashing of much of the budget
here. The faculty have been
without any sort of pay raises for
the past two years. But we are
still maintaining an exemplary
level of quality education for
you, the student. Sure, you may
be paying 10 percent more in tuition than freshmen did just a
year ago, but hey, you're paying
for 10 percent greater quality.
All students will be noticing what
we're calling the '10 Percent Solution' this school year. No more
of those small classes of 20 people where you might not know
anyone or have a friend to sit by.
Under the new program, we're
consolidating all the classes into
those big, comfortable lecture
halls. Nobody REALLY liked that
'individual attention' stuff, anyway. And why should there be 50
billion different professors and
teaching assistants in each department? Heck, there's plenty
of hours in the day to teach more
classes and still do the research
and publishing necessary to keep
tenure. Right?

dents can be plagued with roommates that just aren't cool.
Not to mention classes that just
aren't cool, or teachers, or neighbors.

parties).
Bill, however, feels sorry for
John and offers to bail him out if
John will apologize to Jane for
causing such a ruckus.

John gets a hefty little fine and
So John Q. Student becomes
John Q. Stressed. Jane Q. Student the three of them live happily
Becomes Jane Q. Stressed. John ever after. Better yet, John joins
and Jane hit the bars and drink Bill's hip greek organization and
like their livers are on loan from the two of them leave Jane for
the Dean Martin Foundation. Bill the fine women of Eta Pi sorority.
C'est la vie. As for college life,
Q. Barfly makes a move on Jane
and this really pisses John off. you can have it.
Scott DeKatch is a junior creaJohn Punches Bill, starting a big
old barroom brawl that would tive writing major with a mean
make Robert Mitchum and John streak the size of O-o-o-oWayne look like Andy Warhol oklahoma.
and Liberace. Glass flies.

Worse yet, when John is arrested for inciting a riot, he also
gets cited with underage possession. Needing someone to ball
him out, he calls Jane, who has
And, while this can be a great taken up with Bill (since he is old
opportunity to meet new, excit- enough to buy her beer and get
ing serial killers, on-campus stu- her into really cool fraternity

Wild
Only dull people are brilliant at breakfast.
Oscar Wilde (1854 -1900)

About Wilde
\
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Action, activities and activism at BG

Clockwise from above ... a large event for greeks is the raising of the Beta SOO pylon. This signifies
the start of the Beta SOO every year In the spring.
Former USG President Mike Sears walks with a crowd of students In Columbus in April to protest
state cuts in aid to higher education. An estimated SOO students from Bowling Green turned out for
the rally.
The University gave students a free day when Bowling Green was hit by a snow storm during January. Students Dave Sechler and David Kos took advantage of the time by sledding down Bill's Hill.
Maurice Tate leads a crowd of about SO people In chants of "can you say resignation" and "no justice, no peace" in response to an alleged falsified police report by campus police officer John Shumaker.
Condoms In the photo are from the vending machine In McDonald residence hall. They were also
placed In machines In Offenhauer and Conklln after a Undergraduate Student Government bill In
January prompted the placement of condoms in machines on a one-semester trial basis.

Photos by:
Tim Norman,
Linda Lenc
and Jay Murdock
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Unusual facts reveal rich BG history
City once
booming
oil town

1956, Tim Conway later became
well-known for his comedlc
character on the "Carol Burnett
Show."
Skater Scott Hamilton's father
was a biology professor at the
University. Hamilton took his
first ice skating lessons at the
University's ice arena and graduated from Bowling Green High
School, Smalley said.
Hamilton won the gold medal
in figure skating in the 1984
Olympic Games and was a fourtime world champion.
David James Wottle graduated
from the University in 1973.
While a student at the University,
Wottle won the gold medal in the
800-meter run at the 1972 Olympics.
Besides being the birth place
of several celebrities, Bowling
Green has also been visited by a
few others. At one time the city
was known for its abundance of
pheasants and was visited annually by Clark Gable, who would
hunt the birds.
Hotel Lobby Donuts, at 10S S.
Main St., was formerly the Millikin Hotel, once a popular place to
stay. When the Von Trapp family
performed in Bowling Green,
they stayed there.

by Melinda C. Monhart
city life reporter
Over the years. Bowling Green
has experienced a myriad of
events that have saved a place
for the city in the history books.
According to Linda Smalley,
assistant director of the Wood
County Historical Museum,
Bowling Green was incorporated
as a village in 1855, gaining the
right to elect a mayor.
The idea for the city's name
came from a mailman.
"There was a mailman who
came through here when they
were looking for a name," said
Clark Duncan, vice president of
outdoor collections at the museum and a Bowling Green resident for 68 years, "and he liked
the name of Bowling Green, Ky."
Also known as the "Crystal
City," Bowling Green was once
the home of a major glass manufacturer, Pitkins & Brooks.
BG's nickname, the "black
swamp," started in 1794 when the
city was primarily swampland.
"This was all swampland. It
stretched for 50 to 100 miles, "
Smalley said.
She said the land was given to
the Indians in 1794 until white
men realized they could drain it
and use it.
"It began as an oil town," she
said. "You could walk from Bov-'ing Green to Findlay witliout
stepping on land."
As the city grew, so did its
share of small-town murder tales
and police shootouts.
In 1881, Carl Bach killed his
wife, Mary, with a corn knife.
"He mutilated her and chopped
her fingers off and they were
saved as murder evidence when
the sheriff found them," Smalley
said.
She said Bach was the last man
hanged in Wood County and the

CourUiy of Tkt Center For Archival Collection!

With horse and buggies littering Bowling Green's streets in the early
1900s, looking north along South Main Street was a little different

ropes are still on display in the
museum ... along with the fingers. At the intersection of South
Prospect and Clough streets, a
police shootout occurred on April
16, 1831. The police chief at the
time, Earl M. "Shorty" Galliher
was there. William "Billy the
Baby Face Killer" Miller died at
the scene. Frank "Pretty Boy
Floyd" Mitchell got away.
"They were suspicious-

looking, and the police went and
talked to them and that's how the
shootout started," Duncan said.
Another officer by the name of
Ralph Castner also died at the
scene. Castner had only been on
the force two years.
Bowling Green served as a location for a POW camp during
World War II. The camp, located
across from the airport, housed
1,000 German prisoners. Five

than most people see it today.

hundred of these prisoners were
employed in the Bowling Green
area. Others worked on farms
and did bottle capping, according
to Smalley.
Despite its share of dark times,
Bowling Green has also had its
good moments and people.
Lillian Gish and her sister,
Dorothy, originally from Rising
Sun, Ohio, were acting majors
and came from one of the first

graduating classes at the University. Lillian Gish went on to become a film actress and the Gish
Film Theater in Hanna Hall is
named after her.
Another University alumna
with a theater named after her is
Eva Marie Saint, an acting major
who graduated in 1946 and went
on to become famous for her TV
film work.
A graduate of the University in

Other local places and people
have a story all their own.
Two former Bowling Green
mayors made a mark for themselves in local eyes.
"Franklin Gus Skibbic was the
first football player to catch a
pass for the University. He had
the first scoring touchdown on
Oct. 5,1920," Smalley said.
Skibbie was mayor in the
1960s.
Isaac Taylor was mayor from
1910 to 1913. While he was in office, he painted murals on the
walls of the courthouse. These
murals can still be seen today.
The Clazel Theatre, 127 N.
Main St., has had many visitors
over the years. The theater was
founded by Clark Young and
Hazel Keeler, who opened its
doors in 1926. The name Clazel is
a combination of the original
owners' names.

The Macintosh

Apple Macintosh PowerBook" 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh LC II

Apple Macintosh Classic" II

Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple* Macintosh* computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

Apple Macintosh Ilsi

aid like this is only available through October 15,1992 - and only
at your authorized Apple campus reseller.

For more information
about educational discounts
on Macintosh computers,
stop by 142 Shatzel Hall.
C1W2AppleCompuer.rnr AppkMfcAppklop ^Marmrajiaretrjjlleredirarlem^
t^ieai^dmlrjprdb<Hou|l^
olmc»ropnmhrMmOtto(oodonrl*Midwo^K^^

(rademark knwjtoApple Cmeuier.In. rVmefBook»atrademark of AppleComputer. In. TV Random Hou* Eno. *iprdia n a trademark ul Random House In. Ammanffcriujr BeclronrDKUKUT..Dectrom.Thesauro.ind
Oaacnirrpl
CortnTeHtamtnniiijieclMolrWde«eJraprdc^
OlmrlirCi™oeoitndntBi»o(hjmLpSc<iMn:Cocponiion ltourr««r«ao a trademark o!BuonrareSea^»re..mpam.tac Mproduanjirowiteindnrark
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University experienced
considerable expansion
Classes first met before school even constructed
kyJaMKIIgore
student life reporter

The University that freshmen
are getting aquainted with today
has been almost 80 years in the
■wiring

Although the first University
president was named back in
1912, It wasnl until the year 1913
that construction began on the
school now known as Bowling
Green State University.
Due to a delay in the planning
and contract settlements Homer
Williams helped make for the
normal (education) school, classes initially met in the Bowling
Green Armory. It wasn't until
1915 that the women's dormitory,
Williams Hall, was completed.
In 1929, four-year degrees
were offered for the first time
after the Bowling Green Normal
School changed its name to Bowling Green State College. The
normal college became the College of Education, and the College of Liberal Arts was established.
The year 1935 saw the creation
of Bowling Green State University, and the College of Business
Administration was created
along with a limited graduate
program. Between the years 1914
and 1939, attendence at the University increased by about 1,295
students.
Ironically, Williams retired
twice In his career - first in 1937
and again in 1939 after his successor, Roy Offenhauer, died in
an automobile accident within a
year after his hiring.

Although the lint
University president wat
named back in 1912, it
wasn't untl the year 1818
that construction began in
bidding the school that is
now known as Bowling
Green State University.
Enrollment increased again
after the war, peaking at 4,648 in
1949; following the post-war
boom, it leveled to about 3,000
people. In 1952, Ralph McDonald
took over as president of the
University for Frank Prout, who
had been president since 1939.
At that point, the school had
grown from a teaching staff with
no doctorates in 1914 to 65 percent of the teachers having doctorates in 1941. However, the
number dropped back down to
only 21 percent by 1951. The decrease within the 10-year period
was common with other schools
at the time and was due to the
classroom coinciding with the
end of the war.
By 1961, 61 percent of the faculty held doctorates. This figure
leveled at about 70 percent in the
1970s.
Quite a few problems arose on
campus In the '60s. The first resulted in the resignation of
McDonald in 1961, after he
caused an argument among the

»xvv\>

JT's Carryout
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FULL LINE OF PARTY ACCESSORIES INCLUDING:

• WINE • CIGARETTES
• KEGS AND TAP RENTALS
• SODA • SNACKS • GROCERY ITEMS
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Conveniently located at the corner of
Thurstin and Ridge Street
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faculty by not rehirlng another
instructor, thereby denying him
tenure. Another problem was
caused by the Vietnam War and
Involved a disruption of the
ROTC Review in 1968.
With the tragedy of the Kent
State shootings occurring in May
1970 on the other side of the
state, Bowling Green was able to
avoid any such violence - due in
large part to the positive actions
of President William Travers
Jerome, who held office between
1963 and 1971.
By 1971, during the first year
of the Hollls Moore administraThe University has undergone many physical
tion, enrollment peaked at 15,000
- up from the 6,200 students who changes In its 80 years. This picture Is a view of
were attending in 1960. The larger figure went on to become the
University's federally mandated
enrollment limit until the late
1980s.
The College of Musical Arts
and the College of Health and
Community Services were established in the 1970s while the Stu- by Eileen McNamara
dent Recreation Center and the police reporter
Moore Musical Arts Building
were just being completed.
Fame has its price - and for those who receive
The College of Technology was their IS minutes of fame on the pages of the police
created from the School of Tech- blotter, the price can include fines, court costs and
nology, and a School of Mass not-so-deluxe accomodations in the county or city
Communication, Department of jail.
•'What actually happens when a person is arTheatre and Department of
Interpersonal and Public Com- rested depends on the violation ... and how coopmunications were created in the erative or violent the arrested person is," Bowling
Green Police Chief Galen Ash said.
College of Arts and Sciences.
In cases of open container, underage consumpThe College of Health and
Community Services became the tion or disorderly conduct - common citations in
College of Health and Human this college town - the person is usually cited on
the spot and is not brought to the police station or
Services.
Paul Olscamp took over as held in custody unless he or she is too violent or intoxicated to be released, Ash said.
University president in 1982.
If arrested, students are at an advantage over
out-of-towners because police generally release
students charged with a minor violation. Visitors
are usually either held overnight until their arraignment or made to post bond.
"If you"re a student, you're not going to skip out
on your education over an open container violation," Ash said.
After being issued the citation, the person is notified of his or her court date, which is usually
within a few days of the arrest. At the arraignment, a plea of guilty, not guilty or no contest (admitting guilt, but not agreeing with all allegations
made in the case) can be entered.
"A high percentage [of 18- to 25-year-olds] enter
a plea of no contest," said Virgil Frost, the bailiff
of Bowling Green Municipal Court.
A plea of no contest carries the same punishment as a guilty plea, which includes $45 for court
costs and a variable fine, depending upon the severity of the violation.

Do the crime, pay the fine

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

?

P

°*ta & Su**

352-4663
1432E. WoostefBG
Open Dally 11 AM
Free All Day Delivery
(SUBS-11 Inch)
STARTER

$3.45

Ham. Salami. Provoione cheese

HURDLER

$3.45

THE
RIGHT
TIME

Courtesy of UnlvcriIty Archives

University Hall in Its early days. The road has
been replaced by a grassy field.

'1 think (students) think they have more
legal rights than they actually have."
Virgil Frost, municipal court bailiff

An underage consumption conviction costs about
$245. Disorderly conduct can range anywhere
from $90 to $110. Open container is around $80 or
$90. If the crime is compounded with more than
one violation, such as an underage drinker using a
false identification, the consequences are much
more serious, sometimes resulting in a felony
offense with the possibility of a jail sentence.
Although most people enter a plea of guilty or no
contest. Frost said it is not unheard of for defendants to fight a misdemeanor charge. If a defendant is acquitted, he or she does not have to pay
either the fine or court costs.
Frost said he believes most people in the 18- to
25-year-old age category don't really seem to have
a clear idea of what their rights are.
"I think they think they have more legal rights
than they actually have," Frost said. "They say 'I
have the right to play my music as loud as I want
on my own property' [when fighting a disorderly
conduct charge], and that's not true."
Students do have access to legal representation
through the Student Legal Services office, located
in the University Union, if they paid the $4 fee at
the beginning of the semester. The office also answers questions and advises students of their legal
rights.
Frost said he believes many students have gotten
the impression that the police and courts target
them.
"We're not out to get students," he said. "We;
can't even tell who is a student and who isn't."

® #^§S
HgiSSj
HOUSEPLANTS

FALL OPENINGS

New shipment direct from Florida
New sizes and varieties never before
available. Come in and talk to our foliage
plant specialists about any plant
questions or problems.

SNACK BARS

OPENS

$3.45

G.T. EXPRESS
McDonald North

Aug. 23
4:00 pm - midnight

PLANTING ACCESSORIES

$3.95

GALLEY
Harshman Lower Level

Aug. 24
6:00 pm - midnight

We carry a complete selection of plastic
pots, potting soils, drainage materials,
insecticides, and houseplant fertilizer.

$3.95

DOWNUNDER
Commons Lower Level

Aug. 25
6:00 pm - midnight

CHILY'S EXPRESS
Kreischer Darrow

Aug. 25
2:00 pm - midnight

GARDEN TERRACE DELI
McDonald North

Aug. 26
2:00 pm-11:00 pm

DINING HALLS

Roast Beet, Ham, Turkey,
Provoione Cheese
Above subs start wWi mayo, lettuce
tomato, onion, hot peppers,
oregano, and Italian dressing.

MON. - FRI.

Commons, McDonald,
Harshman, Kreischer

Aug. 21,1992
12:00 noon

(
PASTA
ROTINI/LINGUINE

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

7:30 am - 11:00 am
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
4:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Kreischer thru Nov. 13

4:30 pm • 6:45 pm

Brunch
Dinner

SAT.-SUN.
10:00 am-2:00 pm
4:30 pm-6:30 pm

Swiss ft Provoione

SPRINTER

$3.45

Turkey

PACER
Ham * Swiss

RUNNER
Tuna

JOGGER
Roast Beet

MARATHON

$3.95

Ham, Salami. Turkey.
Swiss, Provoione Cheese

WALKAWAY

$3.45

Salami. Turkey, Pepperonl.
Provoione Cheese

RELAY

$4.25

)
$3.50

Homemade meat sauce, garlic bread

CHEESE TORTELLINI $4.25
Home made meat sauce,
garlic bread

Free Can of Pop with
purchase of Large Sub
or Pasta Platter

»

UNIVERSITY FOOD OPERATIONS 372-2891

CACTUS
New shipment from Texas.
Low maintenance and unique selection.

"SELF WATERING" PLANTS
Huge display of "self watering" plants. Choose from varieties of
ferns to African violets. 2 sizes available.

SPECIAL: MINI WATER WELL PLANTS
Reg.$2.00 ea. Now Only $1.50
Special valid thru Aug 31, 1992.

COMPLETE FLORAL & GIFT SHOP
Fresh, Silk and Dried Flowers
Single Stems and Arrangements
Many Gift Items, FTD Service
Cash and Carry Specials
BGSU*^

HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 to 5:30;

Sat. 8 to 4;
Closed Sundays

BGSU

WE GLADLY
ACCEPT
MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS!
Napoleon Rfl

"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Tloricultural Shopping Experience"
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I
WEDNESDAY

12-oz. Cans-Sprite or Caffeine Free
or Regular (Diet or Regular)

12-PACK
COCA-COLA

IS BOWLWG GRHM
STUDENT DAY!

$

1

88

Each

LIMIT 1 WITH $10 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAI. PlIRCHASES $2.49

ih" Bowling Green KW ^*
„ here t0
you
BowUng
Red Tag
LrvetoaU
of yonr<*S?3to«SE*S
food and drug neeu.

RAFFLE*GIVE-AWAYS*HOT AIR BALLOON

Mees throughout *«*2dlS& * "BowUng
welcome, we have WjgJSC you can stop by
I Green*^*%J^f^&^*»s.de
0M Customer Service omceioyedeach
you wUl find a ddferent™Ettem
ReceWe ^
Wednesday,
weeklv FREE^"^Sh^hopptog
items sunplyoysnopp » with us and

Tuesday, August 25,3:00p.m. to 7:00p.m.

Tending $10 on groceries.

•FROM KROGER & WIOT

'LIVE REMOTE WITH

FREE GIVE-AWAYS

WIOT FM104

FREE THIS WEEK:
i IITER BIG K COLA

•COME SEE THE KROGER

•WITH PIANIST

DAVID ROGERS

HOT AIR BALLOON*

•Weather Permitting
•SIGN UP TO WIN TODAY!

'BOWLING GREEN STATE

WIN s104 IN GROCERIES

CHEERLEADERS

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
FKEE
Assorted Varieties
I i in. Bag

Ho/. BOX

White or Wheat
16-oz. Loaf

8- 12-ct. Box

CAIN'S
POTATO CHIPS

KROGER
CHEESE BITS

KROGER
LITE BREAD

TASTY KAKE
FAMILY PACK

Crackers

*Jft

*<«£
Freezer Pleezer
12-ct. Box

Kroger
11-12-oz. Bag

ICECREAM
BARS

TORTILLA
CHIPS

4&m

w

Frozen
19.2-oz. Package

aJ

DOWNYFLAKE
W D<
WAFFLES

In The Deli! (American
or Mustard)--1 -Lb.

In The Bakery!
24-ct. Box

MARDIGRAS
PAPER TOWELS

POTATO
SALAD

CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIES

Tyson
10-oz. Package

TYSON
COLD CUTS

3URTORTILM'.

In The Kroger Garden!
1-Lb. Package

FRESH EXPRESS
COLE SLAW

TORTILLA
SHELLS

c

FRESH EXPRESS
TOSSED SALAD

NON-ASPIRIN
PAIN RELIEVER

*«L

FKEE

a i (Regular. Light, I tun
x'ngth or CheeseV-l-Lb. PkgJ

SANDWICH
SPREAD

OSCAR MAYER
WIENERS

Frozen

I i <>/. Bag

NEW ENGLAND
SALAD SHRIMP

HEALTHY CHOICE
BOLOGNA

Kroger
50-ct. Package

MARZETTI
SALAD DRESSING

In The Delicatessen!
III). Container

FKEE

SUced
12.07. Package
I>:n kaiM12-oz.

In The Kroger Garden!
1-Lb. Package

Pourable
Bottle

H.I/,.

SOUR CREAM
CHIP DIPS

135*

Sliced
6-oz. Package

FREE

Kroger (All Varieties)
8-oz. Tub

m #°&

*i&

Single Roll

«B«K

8B2E

FKEE

In The Kroger Garden!
"' All Varieties-10.S-oz. Box

ORYTLLE REDENBACHER S
MICROWAVE POPCORN

One coupon per customer. Valid Aug. 2-* ihni Aug.
50.1992. MJKIMIMlatk »uie and local u>n.

wW
A III I I » ' I

Kroger
5-ct. Package

DISPOSABLE
RAZORS

m

_»»- DOUBLE COUPONS *' "
UNLIMITED

FOR DETAILS!

Prices & Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, August 24 thru August 30, 1992.
COPYRIGHT 1992. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.
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Radar detectors
won't work here
by Eileen McNamara
police reporter
Returning students or those new to Bowling Green might want to
leave that $250 high-tech radar detector at home - it may not do a lot
of good here.
Bowling Green police have been catching motorists off guard this
summer using the Stalker, a sophisticated radar gun which is undetectable by even the best radar detectors.
"People will tell the officer 'It's amazing you got me because my
radar detector didn't even go off," Police Chief Galen Ash said.
Ash said no radar detector can detect the Stalker, but some companies claim they will have one on the market in about a year. Even
those detectors, however, may be ineffective.
"The company [which manufactures the Stalker] says if a radar detector is developed that can pick up on the Stalker, all we have to do is
send the radar gun back and they'll change the signal again," Ash
said.
Bowling Green is one of the first communities in the area to use the
radar guns, which cost about $2,200 each.
Police currently have two Stalker guns and about six traditional
radar guns. The department is not planning to buy more of the nondetectable radar guns until the older guns need to be replaced.
However, officers seem satisfied with the performance of the
radar guns and are considering buying more in the future.
"They're moderately priced, they're easy to use and they really
work well," Ash said.
The BC Ncws/Bente Faubcrt

Getting a prescription rilled, a recent University graduate talkes
to pharmacist Kitty Ellis at fhe student Health Center Pharmacy.
GOURMET

Health Center is a substitute doctor

FREE DELIVERY

All University students have access to medical services

"HAND TOSSED" GOURMET PIZZA & SALADS

r " ~ " " ~\
Two Small Pizzas
I
w/ 1 Item
|

, $1.00 OFF i

Only $5.00

Any Salad or Sub
I
with Coupon
|
354-CHEF

I

| Not Valid w< Any Other Olfer |
Expires 9/30/92

I Not Valid w/ Any Other Otter I
Explrei 9/30/92

I

L____J

___J

r One
" Large
~ "Pizza
" i
I

w/ 1 Item
$5

.

1

with Coupon
354-CHEF

One Medium
Pepperoni Pizza

I

|

-"
with Coupon

•I

354-CHEF

.

■.

'

354-CHEF

.

Not Valid <Ml Any Other Otter
Expire* 9/30/92

'

L _

L

J

|

with Coupon

1

_ _ _

I

$4.50

• Not Valid •Ml Any Other Oiler '
Expire* 9/30/92

The Health Center oil ITS medical service to students and the residents of the Bowling Green community.

_

_ _ _ J
OPEN 7
DAYS A WEEK
(2 4 3 3)
We Offer Regular Dough and Whole Wheat Dough

354-CHEF

Your new home
away from home
If you're new on campus, you may have noticed that
other students spend a lot of time at Kinko's. Drop in
and discover why Kinko's is the most popular
hangout on campus. We're saving
a place for you.
I Quality copies of all sizes
ft Full color copies
ft Macintosh* rental and tutorials
ft Presentation materials

by Jane Kilgore
student life reporter

The Student Health Center is a "doctor
away from home" for University students
who acquire sore throats, broken arms or
any other medical ailments.
The center's goal is to provide quality
health care on an outpatient basis to all
University students. Also, it is a helpful
resource for health care information concerning the prevention of disease or the
promotion of better lifestyles.
"We see that a lot of new students are
very interested in wellness and health and
they are looking at their own lifestyles
closely," said Ruth Maas, administrative
secretary to the medical director.
Professionals working for the center include full-time physicians, nurse clinicians, registered nurses and medical assistants. Staff X-ray technologists, lab technicians, physical therapists, counselors

"We see that a lot ol new students
are very interested in wellness and
health and they are looking at their
own lifestyles closely."
Ruth Maas, administrative
secretary to the medical director
and pharmacists are also found at the
center.
All professionals are certified, licensed
or registered in their fields of employment.
Services available to students consist of
urgent medical care, allergy injections
care for chronic illnesses, immunizations
drugs, medical supplies, diagnostic services and a medical transportation service
Also offered are physical therapy, counsel
ing, and a women's health clinic.

A wellness program teaches students to
lead healthier lifestyles by offering health
education material and peer advising.
Office visits and consultations are free,
although there is a fee for medications,
treatment and diagnostic services. Physicals are also available for a fee.
Students are encouraged to make appointments to minimize the wait, but walkin patients will be seen as well. Appointments can usually be scheduled within 24
hours.
"Any time that I've ever gone to the Student Health Center people have been helpful and very patient, even if there were a
lot of students waiting to be seen," said
graduate student Tammy Warner.
The Student Health Center is located on
Ridge Street and is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

THE
RIGHT
CHOICE

YOU'LL SEE CLEARLY...

ft Binding and finishing

Purchase a 95+ Plan for fall
semester. Pay $95.00 and
receive $100.00 in food buying
credit with Campus Dining
Services.
It's convenient eating!
Pick up forms at:

ft School supplies
ft Resume packages
ft Enlarged posters,
banners and signs
ft T-shirt press
ft Open 24 hours

r
i
i

25 free copies

' Bring Uus coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 25 bee self-serve,
I angle sided. 87: x II" black and white copies on 20 lb. while bond. One
| coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through 9/3092.

| Open 24 hours
I 354-3977
I
|

■*

115 Railroad St.
(Behind Myle* Pizza)

kinkoi

• Bursar's Office

...THAT
OUR PRICES ARE LOWER.
FAMILY BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
SINGLE VISION
EYEGLASSES
TWO

09

PAIR $

88

Plasticlrames and lenses.

• Quantum 90 Office, Centrex

00
PER PAIR

Change even the darkest eyes lo beautiful
shades of blue, green, grey or hazel.

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service. You must be
completely satisfied or we will return your money.
EYES EXAMINED BY D(L S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST

Burlington 0

• All Campus Dining Halls

University Food Operations 372-7933

$99

Of FIRS IXPIM S8TIMKK10.1t«. PtOf ESSIONAi FCES AND FI1 FXAMS PWCTD SFPARAlllV

• University Union Information
Desk

the copy center

CONTACT LENSES
1 PAIR DURASOrT* COLORS, JUST.-

TOLEDO

TOLEDO

BOWLING GREEN

19S5 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvania

1616 E. Wooster

Across from Southwyck

A70 1111

382-2020

NOJVAUOWrmAMVOTHEf^^

*'*■■■«

Crttnwood Center

352-2533
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Sitting in front Alcohol can have sobering effects
means more A's
by Christopher Miller
courts reporter

College Press Service
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. -First-year college students
who sit in the front of the
class are cool under pressure,
skip less and get higher
grades than those who sit in
the back, according to an informal study.
Charles Brooks, chairman
of the King's College psychology department, said it's
a snap to measure students'
self-esteem by their seating
choices.
"The more motivated, confident and scholasticallyoriented students will generally choose the front," said
Brooks, who conducted the
study with the help of a student and the chairman of the
human resources department.
Brooks, a self-confessed
back-row sitter until graduate
school, said he became intrigued when he noticed his female students sat in the front
of the class and the males in
the back.
Brooks said he is uncertain
whether this gender-seating
phenomenon holds true in
most classroom settings.

"Maybe the males think it is
macho to sit in the back," he
said.
However, through extensive testing, Brooks discovered that those who sit in
the front score higher on selfesteem tests than those who
sit farther away from the
professor.
"Some argue that the front
rows create a better learning
environment because students can see better, hear better and have more eye contact
with the professor," he said.
"But I have found that [some
students] do better because
they have the type of personality that leads them to work
harder. These traits dispose
them to sit in the front of the
room."
Brooks said the conclusions
of the study are true only
when there is self-selection in
seating in a classroom that
holds approximately 40 to SO
students with six to eight
rows across, six to eight rows
deep.
"The scores of motivation
and self-esteem were highest
in the first two rows and
leveled off in the last four
rows," Brooks said.

College life has been portrayed
as the ultimate party, a four-year
festival where beer and love flow
freely.
But the reality is that the college experience may be less than
memorable if students are not
aware that sexually transmitted
diseases, alcoholism, and rape
are also associated with the party
life.
New students often drink excessively because they believe
their peers are drinking a good
deal too, said Jacqueline Daley,
prevention director for the University's Center for Alcohol and
Drug Abuse.
Daley said students don't actually drink as much as their peers
think they do, and cited a study
conducted by the Univesity in
1992. While 73 percent of University students believe their
peers drink three or more times a
week, only 22 percent actually
reported doing so, the study said.
"Students' perception is that
everybody drinks and everybody
drinks a lot," Daley said. "If they
think the norm is everybody
drinks a lot, then that's what

Party Smart!
they're going to try to fit into."
Unfortunately, excessive
drinking can often lead to other
problems, Daley said.
"You can do everything from
get into a fight, get a DUI, vandalize something, or have some
kind of relationship problem,"
Daley said.
Alcohol use can also lead to
hefty fines and a criminal record
for students under 21 years of
age.
"If you're found to be drinking,
and you're underage, then you're
talking about a $250 fine for a
first offense and probation more
than likely until your 21st birthday," Bowling Green police officer Mark McDonough said.
McDonough said carrying a
beer, even if it's unopened, constitutes underage possession,
which carries the same penalty
as underage consumption.

Alcohol use can destroy another aspect of the college party
myth - carefree sex.
"The majority of students report that unwanted sexual experiences occur under the influence of alcohol," said Jeanne
Wright, health education director
for the University's Wellness
Center.
STDs are another danger at the
University. Wright said 30 percent of all sexually active students have genital warts, while
another 30 percent carry herpes.
While the University Health
Center sells condoms for $2 a dozen, abstinence is the only foolproof way of avoiding an STD,
Wright said.

"Many students feel that if
they select a partner that's in a
low risk category that they're going to be safe from STDs,"
Wright said. "Unfortunately,
that's not true."
The Wellness Center offers
guidance for sexually active students seeking information on the
various forms of contraception,
most of which are available
through the center at a relatively
low cost, Wright said.
Unwanted sex is also a problem
that exists at the University.

"One in every four women are
raped and that instance can be
higher on college campuses,"
said Laura Barned, interim director of crisis Intervention at
The Link, 315 Thurstin Ave.
There are certain steps women
can take to reduce the chance of
being raped, Barned said.
"If you go to a party, go in
groups. Limit the use of alcohol,
and don't let someone you don't
know walk you home," Barned
said.
Barned stressed the importance of contacting someone immediately should a rape occur.
"There's a lot of shock and denial that goes along with [rape]
when it first happens," Barned
said,"but the best thing to do is to
reach out and get some help."
The Link Victim Advocacy
Program offers confidential guidance and counseling to victims
of rape and other violent crimes,
Barned said. Victims can contact
a confidential advocate at
352-1545,24 hours a day.
Barned also offered some advice for University men.
"Make sure there's a mutual
consent before anything is done,"
Barned said. "Realize that 'no'
means "no'; otherwise you're going to get yourself into trouble."
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Welcome Back Students!

• 4 Drawer Chest $49.00

Winthrop Terrace
Apartments

• 4 Pc. Bedroom Set $179.00
• Student Desk $39.00
See Our Factory Showroom!

400 NAPOLEON RD.
352-9135

Fully Assembled

UPTOWN
BG'S ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

^loomWom
SPORTS BAR & DELI

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

Delivery

816 s Main str

EH3
eet
1058 N. Main Street
AID Bowling Green, Ohio
A

8 Count plastic hangers

TOUCOUIVWIM

$.99

Bausch & Lomb 2 pack
12 oz saline solution

$3.59

Soft & Dry or Right Guard
10 oz Twin Packs

$4.99

Fab Liquid Detergent 1 gal $5.79
Treseme Salon Trio
32 oz shampoo & conditioner
Plus 10.5 ounce mousse
$4.99

ELTON JOHN' ERIC CLAPTON
NATALIE COU • BANDY TRAVIS
|
INKS... ANP MORE.
|

So sp»daity nxrttd 2 H* a 3 0t« bottles o<
Coco-Cola product! lor your chance to win.

2 LITER COKE

1 2 for $1.00 i

— — — — DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY ■ — — —

UPTOWN
BG'S ORIGINAL DANCE BAR

0

"

r

DRUGSTORES

Flim DRUGSTORES

$1 Admission Under 21 With Coupon

ajrisju.

•3 OFFCRSVOU...

I OFFCAS VOU...

Good Any Night

50' OFF

YOUR TICKET FOR LUNCH

SPORTS BAR & DEU

$1 Off Any Sand which Or Salad
Between 11 am to 5 pm Doily • Open 7 Days A Week
Downtown - Never A Cover - 21 & Over
Uptown - No Cover 21 & Over All Nite Tues. - Wed.
and Before 11:00 Mon., Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
Under 21 - $1 Before 11:00 Every Nite

352-9310

i ANY IP RITE AID
, BRAND PRODUCT
OVER
11,200
.ITEMS TO
1
CHOOSE
I FROM

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT:

1058 N. Main Street
816 S. Main Street

,,
BUY(1)
1
' SPIRAL BOUND NOTEBOOK
I I
GET (1 ) FREE!!

II

OVER
'1,200
ITEMS TO
I I CHOOSE
I FROM

EXCLUDES:

PBEscnpnow.

I TOBACCO;

CIGARETTES.
A LIQUOR.

Li'

EXP. 9/15/92

(Al Regular Prict)
LlmHOn*

II

I I

EXCLUDES;
PREscwenOHS,
TOBACCO,
CIGARETTES.
A UOOOfl

REDEEMABLE ONLY AT:

1058 N. Main Street
816 S. Main Street
EXP. 9/15/92

*Beer at state minimum prices

|
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Entertainment
establishments
entice students
by Melinda C. Monhart
city life reporter
While upperclass students may
already know the fun places to go
in Bowling Green, incoming
freshmen may be combing the
streets to find the city's social
and entertainment side.
A few of Bowling Green's tried
and true businesses are Finders
Records & Tapes, Grounds For
Thought and the Woodland Mall.
Finders Records & Tapes, 128
N. Main St., will begin its 21st
year of business in September,
according to owner Greg Halamay.
"We claim to be the largest
Northwest Ohio CD dealer," he
said." We have in-depth lines of
CDs, audio products and other related equipment."
One of the reasons students
keep coming back is the selection, pricing and business hours,
he added.
As an added incentive for students. Finders offers a special
promotion daily.
"Our everyday promotion is if
you buy a T-shirt, you get $1 off a
CD or cassette," Ha lam ay said.
The doors are always open to
students.
"We welcome their business,"
Halamay said. "I think they'll

Part of it is ttiera's no
pressure to buy pastry and
coffee and leave. Instead you
can take your time, have a
cup of coffee, talk with
friends, study or pick out a
book."
Laura Wicks, Grounds
For Thought co-owner
find we're one of the nicer businesses."
For something a little different
for relaxation and enjoyment,
Grounds For Thought, 174 S.
Main St., is a combination coffee
shop and bookstore that will
mark its third anniversary this
month.
"We have poetry readings, musical events and art openings,
lunch items, the coffee shop, and
20,000 used books," said Laura
Wicks, the store's co-owner. "We
have the capacity to order new
books."
Wicks said the combined functions are what make Grounds For
Thought unique.
"I don't think you find [a business like ours] very often,"
Wicks said.
This unique combination is

The BG Ncwi/TCresa Tlnmaf

With the recent addition of a carousel located near Hills Department something new to try in Bowling Green.
Store In the Woodland Mall, students and residents alike now have
what keeps University students land Mall does offer a few attrac- meet all their needs at one time." lunch and dinner all at one time.
"We're planning a BGSU
coming back, according to Wicks. tions.
In the coming months, the mall
"Entertainment is the biggest is planning events that may in- Christmas shopping day with
"Part of it is there's no presshuttles, door prizes and cousure to buy pastry and coffee and draw, along with the food court, terest students.
pons. We hope to get [the shuttle
leave. Instead you can take your the cinema and the Jollytime ArSept. 18-20, the mall will host service to and from campus] up
time, have a cup of coffee, talk cade," said Beth Isaacs, the
with friends, study or pick out a mall's manager and marketing Churchill's Wood County Food to once a month or every other
Fair. Seventy-five food distribu- month, too."
director.
book," she said.
She said the mall is popular for tors will be on hand with food
For students who like to eat,
The mall also features a
shop and socialize all under one students because "they're look- samples and coupons, Issacs
1936-style carousel within its
roof, Bowling Green is home of ing for a lot of things to do all in said.
walls. Isaacs said the carousel,
the Woodland Mall, 1234 N. Main one place.
"We had 30,000 people in three which customers can ride for $1,
"I think we have a lot to offer. I
St.
Although it is tiny compared to think if [the students] come and days last year," she said. "It's is one of only a handful of workToledo's megamalls, The Wood- check us out they'll find we'll lots of fun. You can eat breakfast. ing 1936 carousels in existence.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
UU6LCOM6 BACK
STUD6NTS!
BUV 1 FOOTIONG,
G€T 1 FR€€
( Free sub must be of equol or lesser volue)
with coupon
Limit 1 per customer, per visit

•SUBWRS"
WOODLAND MAIL
€xpires Aug. 31, 1992

♦SUBWAY*
WOODLAND MfiLL
353-0204
WOODLAND MflU SUBUJfW ONIV

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
(Formerly Jeans N' Things)

531 Ridge Street
Bowling Green,
OH 43402
352-8333

EH

WANT TO PARK
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FOR
$1.00 per week?*

For the latest in BGSU & Greek iten
• T-Shirts

• Sweatshirts (appliqued
& embroidered)
• Jackets
• Shorts
• Tanks
• Mugs
• Greetings Cards
• Gifts
• Gift Warp

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hats
Boxers
Tote Bags
Night Shirts
Date Books
Dry Cleaning Service
Tuxedo Rental

Call Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

We're across from Mac West
Mon-Thurs
10:00-8:00
Fri &Sat
10:00-5:30
Sunday
12:00-5.00

f
\
\
\
\
\
\
^
\
\
\
$
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

FALL COLORS OF BENETTON.

FRANKLIN PARK

Do Your ParL.RECYCLE!

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Payable by the semester
■iMMiTiYiiYaaa

Annual 151
Fnniitiurc

i

Monday. August 24 and Tuesday. August 25
3:00 PM - 8:00 PM

$©$

Location:
Pike Street Warehouse
(west of the railroad crossing)

Items to be sold include:
• Metal Dressers
• Wood Dressers
• Wood Wardrobes
• Wood Desks

?

JKUy

Chairs
Lounge Furniture
Dishes and Glassware

Limited Quantity on some Items
Items Sold on First come First Serve Basis
All Items Sold as Is
Removal must be Day of Purchase
Cash or Check
All Sales Final
No Refunds or Exchanges
Further Information may be Obtained by Calling Inventory Management Dept.
372-2121 between 8:30-11:00 AM and 1:00-3:00 PM.
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WOO
PRESENTS
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sS3£8$$&9«

W»Al.b'AT10N(BRfe

Sign up for any new Cable TV service by Aug. 31 and
you will be eligible for the Grand Prize drawing on Sept. 3

GRAND PRIZE
Enjoy a Condo Weekend for up to six
people at Boyne Mt.,
Michigan

SUPER
DEAL!

OTHER GREAT PRIZES!
FALCON ATHLETIC JACKET
Falcon House Sporting Goods
123 S. Main St., BG
SAUDER STUDENT DESK
Ben Franklin & True Value Stores
154 & 136 S. Main St., BG

SONY BOOM BOX & SONY CLOCK RADIO
Phillips Electronics
1028 N. Main St, BG
$35.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
Happy Occassions Party Store
181 S. Main St., BG

CALL NOW AND ASK ABOUT SPECIAL
STUDENT PROMOTIONS (Limited Time Offer)
AVAILABLE IN EVERY ROOM ON CAMPUS
5BGSU
CHANNELS

34 BASIC CHANNELS

WOOD
CABLE
TV
"Your Connection to the World"
118 N. Main St., B.G.
No purchase necessary-Some restrictions apply. Enter drawing by completing entry form at Wood Cable
Office by 8/31/92. Rules available at the Wood Cable
.Office.

Phone NOW!

352-8424
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Wes Hoffman

Betty Montgomery

Wes Hoffman . elected in 1991,
is new to the mayor's office - but
not to City Hall.
Hoffman, 70, served for 17
years as Bowling Green's
municipal administrator before taking the
city administration's top
post.
A former Air
Force pilot, Hoffman
Hoffman was
transferred to
Bowling Green in 1965 to head
the University's Air Force
Reserve Officers Training
Corps. He also taught geography
at the University before becoming the municipal administrator
from 1972-1989.
During his city government
career, Hoffman has headed
much of the development of
Bowling Green's southeast area,
supervised expansion of the
police division and directed industrial and environmental development programs.
Hoffman said leading a college
community has its challenges,
but the diversity, resources and
youth the University adds to the
area makes Bowling Green a
more vibrant community.
"Living in a community like
this keeps you alive," he said.

Betty Montgomery, R-Perrsyburg, a University alumna, will
run for her second four-year
term in November.

Joyce Kepke
Joyce Kepke , city council
president for the last three years,
has a lS-year history as a councilwoman. She has served on all
council committees.
Kepke holds
a master's degree from the
University and
is the mother of
three University graduates.
She is the di- Kepke
rector of conference programs in the University's continuing education office.

B.J. Fischer
William J. Fischer, once a volunteer in local campaigns, took
over the Ward Two council position in 1991.
A Bowling
Green resident
since the age of
three, the
28-year-old
University
graduate is
employed by
the Private In- Fischer
dustry Council
in Toledo.
Fischer said he believes the
biggest issue facing the council
in 1992-93 will be bringing businesses to Bowling Green.
"The challenge is to develop
other places in the community
because we can't count on the tax
base we got from the University," he said.

A look at ...
Bowling Green's

Pearl Oppinger

John Mura

Bob McGeein

Gardner, 34,
is a lifelong resident of Wood
County and
earned his
bachelor's and
master's degrees at the .
University. He u"r0ner
taught history and government at
Otsego High School and has
Marcy Kaptur, I) Ohio, repre- served as vice chairman of the
Scott Ziance , at 21, is the
youngest councilman and the sents Lucas, Fulton, and parts of Wood County Board of Elections.
only University student holding Wood County, including the
western half of Bowling Green in
public office in Bowling Green.
the U.S. House of RepresentaZiance, a
tives.
senior political
Paul Gillmor, R-Ohio, a 22-year
science major
veteran of the Ohio State Senate,
Kaptur
will
finish
her
fifth
and former
term in the House in November. is still considered a relative newUndergraduate
comer to the U.S. House of RepShe plans to run for re-election.
Student
resentatives.
Government
Before
taking
office
in
1982,
senator, is
He is serving
Kaptur served as an urban plan- his second
president of
ner
in
Toledo
for
15
years.
She
the Bowling
term in the U.S.
was an urban adviser for Presi- House and repGreen College Ziance
dent
Jimmy
Carter
from
1977
to
Republicans.
resents much
He was elected to the Ward One 1979 and has also served as de- of Northwest
puty director for the National Ohio, including
position in 1991.
Cooperative Consumer Bank in the west side of
"One of the reasons I ran was Washington, D.C.
Bowling Green.
to sort of develop a sense of
His district had Gillmor
shared cooperation between stuincluded all of
dents and the community, not
the city until spring redistricting \
only in first ward, but throughout
split the city into two districts.
the city," Ziance said.
Ziance is a native of Altoona,
Marilyn Baker will mark her
Pa
Leonard Stevens , a Wood
eighth anniversary as a Wood
County commissioner in Jan- County resident since 1939 and a
Wood County Commissioner
uary.
since 1980, is a veteran of public
Robert Latta ,36, became a
The 53-year-old Walbridge re- service.
Wood County commissioner in sident is a former elementary
1991 after more than 11 years of school teacher and speech theraThe 73-year-old North Baltilaw practice in Toledo and Bowl- pist. She has also served on the
ing Green.
Wood County Board of Educa- more resident has served on
town and county school boards,
tion.
the North Baltimore town counA graduate of the University
cil, and the Wood County Fair
and the University of Toledo
Baker graduated from the Board.
School of Law, Latta has been a University in 1961 with a bachemember of the Ohio Fifth Dis- lor's degree in elementary eduStevens said he does not plan to;
trict Republican Central Com- cation. She received a master's run for re-election in November, j
mittee. He lives in Bowling degree in speech and hearing
"I'd be 77 when I'd get out, and!
Green and is the president of the science from The Ohio State if I'm ever going to start chasing;
Bowling Green Kiwanis Club.
University.
girls I'd be too old," he said.

Scott Ziance

Thomas Anderson , now servPearl Oppllger , a mother of
ing his sixth consecutive year on two University graduates and a.
City Council, has been involved former non-traditional Universiin Bowling Green government ty student herself, is serving the
since 1968.
third year of
In that year
her first term
he joined the
on the city
city's planning
council.
commission to
Oppliger, an
help design
at-large RepubBowling
lican councilGreen's first
woman, has
"master plan"
lived in Bowlfor future deing Green since Oppinger
velopment.
1970 and formAnderson, an Anderson
erly owned a
at-large Democratic councilman, children's clothing shop in the
has taught geography at the Uni- city. She works for the Wood
versity since moving to Bowling County Council on Alcohol and
Green in 1964. He is a graduate Drug Abuse.
of Kent State University and the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln.
John Mura , after earning his
bachelor's degree in business
administration at the University
Robert McGeein, Ward Three in 1969, returned to the area in
councilman and the University's 1975 for graduassistant vice president of capi- ate work and
tal planning, is serving his fourth made Bowling
Green his
year on the city
home.
council.
Now a resiThe father of
dent for 16
two University
years, Mura,
graduates,
44, is serving
McGeein says
his first term Mura
the college
as a 4th Ward
adds life to
Democratic
Bowling Green.
councilman. He was elected in
"The one McGeein
1991.
thing students
A former high school teacher,
bring to town is
Mura manages Falcon House
perpetual youth, McGeein said, Sporting Goods in downtown
"[The University] raises the Bowling Green. He is a member
energy level of everyone."
of several civic organizations.

Marcy Kaptur

PaulGillmor

Marilyn Baker

9 IT Uuuf rluuiBf
P.A. - Lighting - D.J.
LOWEST STRING
PRICES AROUND
Sales - Rentals -Leasing
MARTIN
or BOOMERS
Guitars - Amps- Drums
3 packages for $11
BUY•SELL•TRADE
or $4 ea.
plus many others

WELCOME
BACK
SPECIAL
MIXED BOUQUET
84.50

N

CASH AND CARRY

RTTTET
428 E. WOOSTER

353-1045

SOUND

Leonard Stevens

Robert Latta

T
r

Randy Gardner.
Randy Gardner, R-Bowling
Green, is serving his third twoyear term in the Ohio House of
Representatives. He was elected
assistant minority whip in
1991.

I oca I officials
Tom Anderson

Before her
election to the
Ohio Senate,
Montgomery
served as city I F^
prosecutor for |
Perrysburg
and as Wood
County pros- I
ecutor from 1—
1980 to 1988.
Montgomery
From 1973 to
1977 she was a criminal clerk in
the Lucas County Common PleasCourt.

131 W. WoosterSl.
BGSU

Bowling Green, OH
(419) 354-5055

lU
FACULTY ASSOCIATK

"%

Invites you to:

AN OPENING DAY
RECEPTION AND
MEETING
August 24,1992
5:00 pm
Alumni Room, Union
TOPIC: Why we need collective
bargaining at BGSU

*$\

NEED MORE SPACE IN YOUR ROOM?
Come Live with Us!
Preferred Properties
&*& High — Rental Office
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - Furnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of the Cherrywood Health Spa
Mon-Frl 9:00-4:30

352-9378

Rent a University approved loft from

SPACE SAVERS
and maximize your living space.
Also renting refrigeraters and sofas,
for details call: 352-5475
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Paul Olscamp
Paul Olscamp
became the
University's eighth president In
1982, succeeding Hollis Moore.
He and his administration have
worked to improve the quality of academic
programs, faculty research
and learning
resources at
the University.
After departing in January
for a sabbati- Olscamp
cal, Olscamp
decided to return early when the
Ohio budget crisis reached its
peak in mid-April. His contract
as University president runs
through 1994.
Olscamp was born in Montreal
in 1937. He received his bachelor's and master's degrees from
the University of Western Ontario in 1962. He received a doctorate degree in philosophy from
the University of Rochester.
Before coming to the University, Olscamp served as president
at Western Washington University. He also was an associate
professor at The Ohio State University.
Olscamp earned a black belt in
karate, has been an avid sailor,
jogs, skis and writes poetry.
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Chris Dalton
J. Christopher Dalton was appointed vice president of planning and budgeting in 1987. His
duties include overseeing the offices of the —
bursar, registrar, computer
sevices. Internal auditing
lFfc*"Mi \
and telecommunications.
Dalton
received a
bachelor of
science degree Dalton
from the California Institute of Technology in
1965 and a doctorate from

His dissertation on university
presidential leadership qualities
in 1989 won him the prestigious
Edgar L. Morphet Award, which
recognizes outstanding scholarship in the field of educational
administration.

Lester Barber

Phillip Mason

Robert Martin is entering his
fourth year as the University's
vice president of operations,
succeeding Karl Vogt in 1989.

Martin received a bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering from the University of Cincinnati in 1959. He received his
master's in operations management at the University of Arkansas in 1978.
Martin managed mainteMason has also assisted in the nance and
creation of an internal endow- physical faciliment fund and in the refinancing ties at U.S. Air
of the University's residence hall Force bases in
debt.
Indiana, Korea
and Arkansas
and directed
physical plant Martin
operations at
the University of Florida from
1979 to 1983 and Louisiana State
University from 1983 to 1989.
Mason has helped secure a
$250,000 grant from the state to
develop a research/enterprise
park and has helped obtain funding from the state for various
capital projects and programs at
the University.

A look at...
BGSU officials

Columbia University in 1970.
Dalton came to the University
in 1977 as a member of the chemistry department. He was a
member of Faculty Senate, serving as the chairman of the budget
committee the 1985-86 academic
year. Dalton also served as
Lester Barber has served as chairman of the Chemistry Facthe executive assistant to Uni- ulty Search Committee and was
versity President Paul Olscamp instrumental in the development
since June 1990.
of the University's Center for
As Olscamp's
Photochemical Sciences, the only
assistant, Barcenter of its kind in the country.
ber serves in a
In addition to his involvement
variety of
at the University, Dalton has had
areas at the
his work published more than 60
University. He
times, including books and artiis' the liaison
cles on organic chemistry.
between the
president and
campus organ- Barber
izations and
Philip Mason, vice president
co m m it tees
and academic affairs throughout for university relations, has been
with the University since 1982.
the state.
During his 10 years here,
Barber also serves as the secretary to the Board of Trustees Mason has also
been the execuarid Adminstration Council.
tive assistant to
Barber earned a bachelor of University
arts degree from St. Lawrence President Paul
University in 1959 and then Olscamp.
received graduate degrees from
Mason gradCornell University in 1960 and uated from
the University of Arizona in 1967. West Virginia
University in
He came to the University in 1976 with a Mason
1968 as a member of the English bachelor's dedepartment and served as the gree in business administration.
chairman of the department for
10 years prior to his current posi- He then received a master's detion.
gree in business administration
He was a recipient of the Ful- from Western Washington Unibright Scholarship Grant, and is versity.
a member of Phi Beta Kappa and
Mason later received a doctorOmicron Delta Kappa scholastic
ate from the University in 1988.
honoraries.

Bob Martin

As vice president for academic
affairs Clark is in charge of
deans, research services, the
graduate college, continuing education and Libraries and Learning Resources.

9:30-11:00 T, R
Sect. 4816
1:00-2:30 T, R
Sect. 4966
1:30 M, W, F
Sect. 4819

WS 682 Women & Legal Issues
Nancy Kubasek

Off-Campus Students - use the form below to have your address and telephone number in the
BGSU Directory. Submit forms by Tues., Sept. 3,1992 to Registration and Records
or drop-off locations around campus.

Use this form only it Off-Campus Local Address Change or Correction is required.
Contact the On-Campus Housing Office to change residence hall or Greek unit address.

| | fr-0901

Student ID

Street
(A 091)

Mill

State I

Telephone
(A-094)

Zip |
(A-093)L

18
79-80

Signature and Date

Address Change Form

Bowling Green State University
Ottlce of Registration and Records

Revised 29 July 1992
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Clark took over as acting UniArrowsmith is also a member
versity president from January of the Delta Kappa national
until April when University leadership honor society.
President Paul Olscamp took a
See Profiles, page fourteen.
leave of absence.

WS D400 Women in Middle East
Kathleen Kinawy

Nam*

LEVITATION
NaedForNol

Arrowsmith has received a
federal grant to coordinate the
activities in the development,
implementation and operation of
drug and alcohol abuse programs
in all of Ohio's state-assisted universities.

WS J300 Ethnic Women & America
Lorna Gonsalves-Pinto

354-3533;

WITH COUPONS

Bob Arrowsmith

WS A300 African Women
Opportune Zongo

1480 Lehman

$AVE $$$$

Eloise Clark was appointed
vice president for academic affairs in 1983.
Clark was formerly the assistant director
for biological
behavior and
Bob Arrowsmith succeeded
social sciences
Mary Edmonds in 1992 as vice
of the National
president for student affairs.
Science FounArrowsmith earned his bachedation in Washlor's, master's
ington, D.C.
and doctoral
Clark
degrees from
received a
Indiana Unibachelor of Clark
versity.
arts degree in
Arrowsmith
biology in 1951 from Mary Washington College. In 1957 she has been with
earned her doctorate from the the University
University of North Carolina at since 1972 and
has acted as
Chapel Hill.
chairman of Arrowsmith
the Advisory
Clark earned the Distinguished Committee on General Fee AlloService Award at the science cations for several years. He had
foundation. She also served on been the associate vice president
the National Advisory Research for student affairs since 1989.
Resources Council. She is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and is
He has been active in commita professor of biological scienc- tees for intercollegiate activities,
es.
financial aid and student employment and Project '90.

WHY NOT TRY WOMEN STUDIES?

2 Blocks From Campus
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Chr/s»lu.

His University responsibilities
include plant operation and
maintenance of auxiliary services.

NEED A CLASS?

"BEST CAMPUS LIVING"

e£*t

Martin is a member in the International Association of Physical Plant Administrators, the
American Institute of Plant Engineers and the Association of
Energy Engineers.

Eloise Clark
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John Mahaney
John C Mahaney Jr., president
of the Board of Trustees, has
been a board member since 1987.
Mahaney graduated from Niagara University in 1954 and
served two
years in the
U.S. Army.
He worked as
a sales manager for the
Orange, Va.,
radio station
WJMA and as Mahaney
sports editor
for the Piqua Daily Call.
Mahaney is the president of
The Ohio Council of Retail Merchants in Columbus. He has also
served as the chairman and
president of various professional
associations.

G.O. Moorehead
CO. Herbert Moorehead Jr.,
the vice chairman of the Board of
Trustees, was appointed to the
board in 1986, becoming the first
black male to
become a
member.
Moorehead
earned a bachelor's degree in
liberal arts
from the University in 19S7
and received a
master's de- Morehead
gree from Pace

University in New York.
He and his wife, Dorothy, are
members of the University's
Alumni Association Board of
Trustees. In addition, Moorehead
has served on other committees
and was elected to the University's chapter of Omicron Delta
Kappa national honor society.
He is branch manager for
AT&T in Northwest Ohio and
Michigan. He and his wife reside
in Detroit and have two grown
children.

researched the subject for
several years. She has published
a book and several articles on the
subject and has also given lectures on her historical findings.
In addition to serving on the
Board of Trustees, Platt served
on the Ohio Historical Board of
Society and was the first female
president of the Ohio Academy of
History.

Virginia Platt
Virginia B. Platt, professor
cmerita of history, was appointed
to the Board of Trustees in 1984.
Previously, she taught for 28
years at the
University before retiring in
1975.
Platt graduated magna
cum laude at
age 17 from the
University of
Washington
and earned Platt
graduate degrees from the University of California at Berkeley and Iowa
State University.
While teaching at the University Platt helped with the Honors
Program, acted as adviser to
Student Government and served
as chairwoman of the Faculty
Personnel and Conciliation
Committee.
She is interested in AngloAmerican relations and has

honor society and is active in the
University Alumni Association.
The alumni center is named after
him.

Ellen Connally

Nick Miletf
Nick J. Mlleti has been an
member of the Board of Trustees
since his appointment in 1985.
Mileti earned a bachelor's degree In business administration from
the University
in 1953. In
1956, he graduated from The
Ohio State University School
of Law.
He purMlleti
chased the
Richfield Coliseum, founded the
Cleveland Cavaliers in 1970 and
later became owner of the Cleveland Indians.
He formed Mileti Enterprises
in Beverly Hills, which produces
movies and television programs.
Mileti also served as a prosecuting attorney in Lakewood.
Mileti received the Distinguished Alumni Award in 1971
and the Honorary Doctorate of
Business Award in 1975 from the
University. He is a member of
Omicron Delta Kappa national

University of Findlay.
I -ill.i. a city
resident and
long-time Republican, has
an accomplished political career
C. Ellen Connally was appoint- which includes
ed to the Board of Trustees by 15 terms as a
Gov. Richard Celeste in 1988.
representative Latta
Connally, a Cleveland Munici- of the 5th Conpa1 Court
gressional Disjudge, received
trict.
a bachelor's
Latta helped establish the Del
degree in social
Latta Scholarship fund at the
studies educaUniversity to assist deserving
tion from the
students living in the conUniversity in
gressional district.
1967 and a
Juris Doctorate
degree from
Cleveland State connaiiy
John Laskey
University
Marshall Law School.
She worked as an attorney and
John Laskey was appointed to
a general referee for Cuyahoga
County Probate Court and in 1979 the Board of Trustees in 1989.
He is the chairman and presibecame the first black female
Democrat to be elected as a dent of the Port Lawrence Title
judge in Ohio without first being and Trust
Company, one
appointed.
of Northwest
Ohio's largest
and oldest title
insurance
companies. He
Delbert Latta was appointed to also owns the
replace Richard Newlove on the Florida-based
University Board of Trustees in Gulf Atlantic
Laskey
Title Insurance
June.
Group.
Latta graduated from Ohio
Northern University with a
Laskey published "Toledo
bachelor of arts and has received Toward 2000," a book that examhonorary doctorate degrees from ines the economical, technologithe University, Medical College cal and societal forces which are
of Ohio, Tiffin University and the transforming Toledo's economy.

Del Latta

Monday

Fielder's Choice
Sports Cards
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188 S. Main
352-2556

I 00
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Baseball
Hockey
Football
Basketball
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Buy/sell/consignment
Everyday Low Prices!

epperom
izza

L with
i coupon

Inside/Pickup
Only

Pagliais
352-7571
945 South Main

11 am-1 a.m.

Free Delivery From 11 a.m. Daily

Tuesday

$Ooo

| wilh
coupon

Taco
Salad

Served with
Tortilla Chips and
Choice ol Dressing
IMrtd. Hot Sour Cream|

Doubles

Pasta
Dinner

214"Cheese
Pizzas

(Pasta ol me Oay.
Salad Bar.
Garl* Breadl

O

$<

75

Friday

o
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TJ

O

^ wilh

MM coupon

To Your Door or
In The Slore

Inside Only

11 a.m -1 a.m.

11 ami a.m.

$

9

00

ThOIT13S NOC
Thomas W. Noe has served on
the Board of Trustees since 1991.
He is the founder and president
of Numismatic Investments of
Ohio.
A native of
Bowling Green,
Noe attended
the University
for one year
until 1973 when
he became a
full-time coin
collector.
Noe is a Noe
member of the
Toledo and Sylvania chambers of
commerce and the Toledo Rotary
Club.

O

TJ
coupon r\
Z

with
I coupon

In The Store or
To Your Door
Minimum Delivery

$3 50

To Your Door or
In The Store

11 am-1 am
Expires 10-15-92

352-9638
352-7571

Expires 10-15-92

Expires 10-15-92

Expires 10-15-92

Expires 10-15-92

352-9638
352-7571

352-9368
352-7571

352-9638
352-7571

352-9638
352-7571

Sunday

SALAD
7" Pizza
IChet. Turkey Taco
or Vegetarian)
Sub
and
$< 150 oBreadsticks

wnh

Extra Hems $2 00
Covers Both Pizzas

George Medlin Jr. was appointed to the University Board
of Trustees in 1990.
Medlin holds a Millwright
Journeyman
certification
from H.T. Cotter Apprenticeship School
and certifications from the
George Meany
Institute in
Labor Law, the
A V
Ohio State
Medlin
Workers Compensation Institute, and the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans.
He is the executive secretarytreasurer and business manager
of the Northwest Ohio District
Council of Carpenters.

Saturday

Wednesday
Thursday

O
o
c

George Medlin

$

25
■ coupon

To Your Door or
In The Store
11 am-1 am.
Expires 10-15-92

352-9638
352-7571

WELCOME BACK
University Bookstore

^C\ C\ C\r\

Used and New Textbooks
'CONVENIENT LOCATION ON CAMPUS!"

We Buy Back Books Everyday!

• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE

• BGSU SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS

• CHILDREN'S BOOKS

• ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES

• BEST SELLERS

• FILM & DEVELOPING

• PAPERBACKS

• GREETING CARDS

• STUDY AIDS

• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS

• MAGAZINES

• HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

• CALCULATORS

• COMPUTER SUPPLIES

• COMPUTER SOFTWARE

•GIFTS

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
OPEN
SATURDAY 8/22 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SUNDAY 8/23 Noon - 6 p.m.
8/24
8/25
8/26
8/27
8/28
8/29

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

8
8
8
8
8
9

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

-8
-8
-8
-8
-5
-5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9/08 Tues. - Resume
F

8/31
9/01
9/02
9/03
9/04
9/05

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

8 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m.
9 a.m.

- 8 p.m.
- 8 p.m.
-6 p.m.
- 6 p.m.
- 5 p.m.
- 5 p.m.

Regular Hours

CLOSED

PHONE:
419-372-2851

1

Sun. 8/30, Sun. 9/06 and
Mon. 9/07 (Labor Day)
The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University

REGULAR HOURS
Mon. - Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed
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Catching up on Falcon sports spirit
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"Killer B's"-Senior Trio
To Lead BG Backfield
by Erik Puplllo
assistant sports editor

The Miami Dolphins had them
in the early 80s. The Pittsburgh
Pirates had them for the past
couple of seasons. And now the
Bowling Green football team has
its own version of the Killer B's.
The three main stingers are
cornerbacks Carlos Brooks and
Kenny Burress, both from
Middletown high school, along
with roaming free safety Dave
Bielinski.
The three seniors have six
seasons behind them combined

and bring speed and big hitting
into the most experienced and
arguably the best defensive
backfield in the Mid-American
Conference.
"Bielinski is the quaterback of
our defense and he happens to be
one of the finest tacklers and
pass intercepters in the MAC,"
head coach Gary Blackney said.
"And as far as I'm concerned.
Brooks and Burress could play
football at any level of the collegiate game."
That, coming from a man who
has coached defensive backs at
Wisconsin, UCLA, Syracuse and
Ohio State.

SALE ON
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.

JAZZ 'VOLTAGE'
reg $269.95 NOW $249.95
TREK 800 ATB
reg $320.00 NOW $299.95
Downhill: That's
where Trek dealers have
sent prices on select Trek
models for a limited time.
Tough, good-looking
road, mountain and
hybrid bikes with Trek's
famous quality and

attention to detail.
Come in now and enjoy
some of the lowest prices
of the season.
But move fast.

See KILLER B's, page seventeen.

1983

TRHCDSA
Sept. 3 WESTERN MICHIGAN.
Sept. 12 at Ohio State
Sept. 19 at Wisconsin
Sept. 26 EAST CAROLINA
Oct. 3 at Central Michigan
Oct. 10 OHIO
Oct. 17 at Toledo
Oct. 24 at Akron
Oct. 31 MIAMI
Nov. 7 at Kent
Nov. 14 BALL STATE

352-8578

CCicfc

Defensive coordinator and
secondary coach Paul Ferraro
echoes Blackney's opinion.
"You never have to ask these
guys (Burress and Brooks) to
hustle," Ferraro said. "They run
to the ball hard on every play and
hustle from station to station at
practice. These guys set an example for the rest of the team.
They both had a great season last
year, but beleive it or not, we expect them to increase their level
of play. "As far as Bielinski's
concerned, he's the catalyst of
the defense and that's why his
teammates chose him to be cocaptain of the defensive unit.
He's at 100 percent whether he's
at a meeting or on the field."
Rounding out the secondary at
the strong safety position will be
a newcomer to the starting role,
Joe Balr. However, Bair is no
stranger to playing time or big
plays.
"Bair is doing a great job and
probably has the best Instincts on
the team," Ferraro said. "He's
always around the ball in the defensive backfield and is also a
very valuable special teams
player."
According to Blackney, the
success of the secondary will lie
in the play of the defensive line
and the linebackers. Both units
have a new look.
The linebackers will emphasize speed.
The big move in the linebacker
core will see the other defensive

Bicycle
Repairs
248 1/2 S. Main
Hours: Monday 10-8, Tuesday-Friday 10-6, Saturday 10-5
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The women's returning lettermen are: seniors Jill Strawser,
Jen Frahn and team captain
Cheri Triner along with junior
Michelle Jungbluth and sophomore Cathy Myers.

The returning lettermen are:
seniors Dane Schubert, Deric
Kenne and team captain Todd
Black; juniors Eddie Nicholson,
Shawn Howard, Brian Butler,
Dave Lincicome; and sophoAccording to Price, freshmen mores Scott Kelley, and Brad
Tracey Losi, Suzanne Isco, and Schaser. Sink predicts Black to
Kristin Gaddis are expected to be the men's team leader.
reinforce the team's strength.
Both the men's and women's
Price also listed Triner and
team's first meet will be the Jeff
Strawser as likely team leaders.
Drenth Memorial Invitational at
Looking ahead to MAC compe- Mt. Pleasant, MI, on Saturday,
tition, Price thinks Miami will September 1Z
present the greatest test for the
Falcons.
Don't Ret (rocked. If you're not soberor you're not surelet someone else do the dming.
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One hour processing and much more
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finish at last year's MAC meet.
"We're shooting for the top
three this year," men's head
coach Sid Sink said.
With only two seniors and a
small freshmen class, the team is
young with juniors and sophomores being the nucleus of the
squad.

No one sells better Pizza for less!

Extra Sat Of Priato For $1

Vmm O. Ml I. t»» I H«. ».
■McqanOTIMl

from last season."
Price expects the women to do
better than last year, where they
placed eighth in the MAC, and
credits the returning lettermen
and a strong freshman class as
the reasoning behind his prediction.

The men's and women's cross
country teams begin their season
this weekend with some great
expectations.
Both teams
reunite this
weekend after
a summer of
training on
their own. This
season, the
men will average 70 to 90
miles of roadSink
work a week,
and the women
will average 40 to 60 miles a
week.

Fast Free Delivery ■#> 352-5166
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1
Color Wallet Special
12 p4ctur« for $3.99
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by Andrew Dugan
sports writer

Pisanello's Pizza

r
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Women's cross-country
hoping for improvement

"They'll be tough" Price said.
"We're looking for tremendous
improvement this year," said "I think they're definitely going
Steve Price, women's head coach. to be the team to beat."
The men's team will also try to
"We've only lost one runner (to
graduation) from our top five improve from their fifth place

15% Discount on All Darkroom Supplies
for students currently enrolled in photo class.

, 4 x 6 Big Shot Color Prints

The Falcons began practice early last week in preparation for the home opener against Western Michigan on September 3. The 11-1 defending MAC Champions are scheduled to play two Big Ten teams
Including Ohio State and Wisconsin.

The high mileage training is
necessary for the runners to race
competitively. The distance of
each race is a standard five kilometer (3.1 miles) for the women,
and varies from eight kilometers
(about S miles), to 10 kilometers
(6.2 miles) for the men.

BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
Welcomes All Students!
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Strong Falcon defense
expected to dominate
by Erik Pupillo
assistant sports editor
In football, it is often said,
offense sells tickets, but defense
wins games.
Though Bowling Green's
offense led the Mid-American
Conference during it's 1991
championship season, it was the
Falcon's swarming defense
which enabled BG a chance to
win everytime it stepped onto the
gridiron.
The Falcons ranked No. 9 in the
country in both scoring defense,
allowing just 13.4 ppg, and turnover margin at +1.27.
Though BG lost two first team
All MAC players and one second
team player, they return second
team outside linebacker Kevin
O'Brien, cornerback Carlos
Brooks and All-MAC honorable
mention, free safety Dave Bielinski.

individual talent to form a family
or cohesive unit," Blackney said.
"I feel confident with the talent
we have returning from last
year's squad, but we must find
that chemistry, especially in the
defensive line."

MAC News Media
Association
1992

Pra-Saaton

Football

1. Bowling Green (28)
2. Miami (17)
3. Ball State (8)
4. Toledo (1)
5. Western Michigan (2)
6. Central Michigan
7. Eastern Michigan
8. Akron
9. Ohio
10. Kent
(first place votes)

521
467
427
361
351
329
209
187|
153
75

The defensive line was hit
worst during a spring gradution
which saw all three of its starters
depart. Filling in for the selfproclaimed "Big Ugly Ones"
According to head coach Gary (Paul Harris, Mark Ross and
Blackney, the defense can over- Steve Wilbourne), will be tackles
come the loss of six of its 11 Bob Dudley and Jeff Rottinghstarters from last season's team. aus. While the nose tackle position, vacated be first team MAC
"The key is not individual tal- performer Ross, will be occupied
ent, but the coming together of by Clint Frazier.

Dudley and Frazier saw extensive duty in mostly every contest
last season while Rottinghous
saw limited playing time and is
now fully recovered from a knee
injury he suffered in 1990.
"Dudley and Frazier are our
two strongest guys on the team
and will have to use their
strength and agility which is
their strong points, especially
Dudley's," Blackney said. "Rottinghaus is moving better than
I've ever seen him move and I
think the fact that he's a senior,
has motivated him to be the best
he can be."
Defensive line and special
teams coach Tony Pusateri,
agrees with Blackney in that the
defensive line will have to rely on
its physical attributes.
"Harris, Ross and Wilbourne
were all very strong and things
don't change a bit with the new
guys stepping in," Pusateri
said."There is no way to fully replace two guys [Ross and Wilbourne) who played every game
for four years and a third [Harris] who played every down like
it was his last.
"But one thing those guys did
leave for all defensive linemen to
come at BG, was a standard of
excellence. And I think that these
guys don't want to be the first
unit not to carry on that traditon."

KILLER B's
Continued from page sixteen.

co-captain, Artie Mangham,
move from the outside to the inside linebacker position, much
the same way 1991 leading tackier, Mike Calcagno did the year
before.
"Artie will give us more speed
at the linebacker spot and more
team speed overall," Ferraro
said. "People say he's undersized, but he weighs 235 pounds."
Joining Mangham in the
middle, will be the secondleading tackier from last year,
Vince Palko. According to the
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coaching staff, Palko should only
improve on his red-shirt freshman season.
The outside linebacker position
is the story of an experienced
veteran and a newcomer.
The strong-side linebacker will
be fifth-year senior Kevin O'Brien.
"He's our best pass rusher and
we use him as a defensive end in
some situations," Blackney said.
The other linebacker position,
drop linebacker, is still being
battled for by former cornerback

Mike Haack and red-shirt freshman Akili Hutchinson. Either of
the players will make the Falcons
a little undersized, but both bring
excellent speed and coordination
to a position which demands both
of those traits.

•:■.-
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BGSU
STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER
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Facilities
Swimming Pools
Handball/
Kaquetball Courts
Squash Courts
Weigh) Apparatus Areas
Indoor/ Pace Trail
Running Track
Sports Center

Aquatic
Programs
Learn 10 Swim
Registration
Kall*92-SepU, 1992
Spring '93-Jao.H, 1993
Scuba
Registration
Fall '92-Aug. 26,1992
Spring'93-Jan. 11, 1993
W.E.T. Workout
(Water Exercise Training)

• New 1992-1993 Fit-For-AII
Aerobics Schedules now available
at the Rec Center.

THE WINNING COMBINATION!
Call the SRC Main Office for more information 372-2711

Bad back forces Larry
Bird to quit basketball
hu
I llm-jn
by Unmarri
Howard Ulman

AP sports writer
BOSTON ~ No more
amazing no-look passes. No
more reckless dives to save
the ball. No more miraculous game-winning 3-pointers.
No more Larry Bird playing basketball like no one
else can.
The visions flow swiftly
like a dream come true. Finally, the wakeup call
came: Bird, seemingly
superhuman in his best
days, really is just a mere
mortal.
For two seasons he tried
to fight that reality, playing
for the Boston Celtics with
an aching back that caused
him great agony. Increasingly, he couldn't. So it was
no surprise that he gave in
to the painful truth.
Bird retired Tuesday
after a 13-year career that
was one of the greatest in
NBA history.
"It's something that had
to be done," he said. "I've
had enough (pain) to last me
a lifetime and I can't shake
it.

Ever Get Somebody
Totally Wasted!
'"/""tin

"I put my body through
living hell for 17 years,"
said Bird, who starred at
Indiana State.
He lacked great speed
and leaping ability. But he
was a creative genius,
thinking several steps
ahead of his opponents. And
he was a tough-minded
warrior who drooled at the
prospect of competing with
- and beating - the best.
"I played against some of
the best basketball players
in the world and I did pretty
fair against them," Bird
said.
One of them was Magic
Johnson, his adversary in
three NBA championship
series and his teammate on
the United States team that
won the Olympic basketball
gold medal 11 days ago.
"Larry was the only
player in the league that I
feared, and he was the
smartest player I ever
played against," Johnson
said.
"Larry Bird has helped to
define the way a generation
of basketball fans has come

to view and appreciate the
NBA," NBA commissioner
David Stern said.
Playing on opposite
coasts. Bird and Johnson
joined the NBA in 1979 and
were instrumental as it
grew to new heights of popularity throughout the
world. Salaries and TV revenues also soared.
Few played better than
the country boy from
French Lick, Ind., whose
hick-like manner and sometimes tangled syntax
masked a strong will and a
sharp mind.
He was the college player
of the year in 1979 and the
NBA rookie of the year in
1980. He won the first of his
three NBA titles in 1981. He
was the most valuable
player in the 1982 All-Star
Game. From 1984 through
1986, he won three straight
regular-season MVP
awards.
He added a new dimension to the forward position.
At 6-foot-9, he was a peerless passer who made his
teammates better.

SERVICE
BARBER SHOP
WELCOME BACK
-Call or Walk in-

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
426 E. Wooster St.

FRIENDS DON'l LEI FRIENDS
DRIVE DRUNK.

Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-4576
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Volleyball defends title
by Mike Slates
sports writer
Volleyball coach Denise Van
De Walle is hoping her experienced squad can defend last
season's Mid-American Conference Championship and bring
Bowling Green its third league title in four years.
"As of right
now, I expect
us to be one of
the top two
teams in the
league,"Van De
Walle said. "I
think that we
have as good of
a shot of winVan De Walk
ning the league
championship
as we did last year."
Achieving this task will be
difficult, however, since this
year's Falcons are minus Tammy
Schiller and Lisa Mika. Schiller,
twice a first-team all-region
selection, won her second consecutive MAC "Player of the
Year" award last year and finished her fine career as the
league's all-time kill leader
(1709). Mika, a four-time All
MAC pick and two-time AllMideast selection, ended her
memorable stay at BG as the
team's career leader in blocks
(569) and block solos (156).
While Schiller's and Mika's
play will be missed, BG still has

many weapons in its arsenal. The
volleyball team returns nine letterwinners (eight upperclassmen), including four starters.
Matching this with the six
seniors returning, this group is a
match-tested crew that possesses
a great amount of competitiveness.
"Our seniors are playing with a
lot of confidence and poise," Van
De Walle said. "They already
have experienced two MAC
championships in their three
years of play and know only how
to win."
Leading the way for the Falcons will be senior tri-captains
Carey Amos, Holli Costein, and
Buffy Williams, and the experienced group of Angellette Love,
Julie Fortkamp, Mitzi Sanders
and Nicky Mudrak.
Amos returns as the team's setter after breaking the singleseason school record for assists
with 1316. A second-team AllMAC performer last year, Amos
finished third on the squad with
33 aces - the most of any current
player.
Costein, a left-side hitter, was a '
conference all tournament selection for BG and is the leading returing attacker with 260 kills.
She also totalled 320 digs and
ended the season with a .248 hitting percentage.
Love, the other left-side hitter,
completed her first season with
BG by racking up 179 kills and
262 digs.

Give
another chance.
Give bloocL

Junior Lori Tate and sophomore Jessica Andrasko will also
play a big part in the success of
the team.
"Last year our opponents knew
that most of the balls were going
to go to Tammy (Schiller) or Lisa
(Mika)," Van De Walle said. "As
of right now, all of our left-side,
middle, and right-side players
are sharing the responsibility."
Four new faces, all freshmen,
will join the Falcon's ranks this
year. Marlene Metti, who hails
from Perrysburg, will mainly be
used as a defensive specialist
along with Tate. Jenny Ostrom,
from Chicago, Illinois, will fill in
as a utility player while Carlyn
Esslinger (Tampa, Florida) will
mostly sub at the middle. The
final addition, Lori Hilton
(Centerburg, Ohio), will be redshirted this season, but is learning quickly and should join the
lineup next year.
Even with all of the talent and
experience BG has, the volleyball team still was not picked to
finish first in the league. The
Broncos from Western Michigan
are the pre-season favorites in
the MAC, receiving seven firstplace votes. The Falcons, with
two first-place nominations, are
expected to be the league's runner-ups. Miami (one vote) is
third, followed by Ball State.
Central Michigan, Ohio, Toledo,
Eastern Michigan, Akron and
Kent State.

■;* ■:.,•!. (Through

NFL
wired
to play

Friday)
PITCHING

BATTING
AB R

Shollield. SD
Kruk. Phil
Van Slyke. Pin
Gwynn, SD
Butler. LA
Pendlelon. All
DuShields. Mil
HOME RUNS
McGnll. SO...
Shellield. SD..
Daulton. Phil..
DOUBLES
Duncan. Phil....
Lanklord. Sll...
W. Clark. SF...
Shellield. SD
TRIPLES
Sanders. All..
Finley. Hou....
RUNS
Hollms. Phil
DeShields. Mil.
Biggio. Hou

NEW ORLEANS (AP) The New Orleans Saints
and Houston Oilers
offenses will be wired Saturday.
It's part of an NFL experiment aimed at helping
visiting teams overcome
crowd noise. In their
preseason matchup, quarterbacks and offensive
linemen from both teams
will be wearing transmitters and receivers officials
think will offset the roar of
the fans in the Superdome.
"The premise is that even
though there is a lot of noise
the linemen will be able to
hear the quarterback's signals," said Harvey Shuhart,
whose company, Control
Dynamics Corp, of Ivyland,
Pa is supplying the equipment. "It's just an experiment now, but it will work.
Absolutely."
The devices are similar to
those used in the World
League, Shuhart said. Except there, the quarterback
wore a receiver and the
coach had the microphone,
he said.
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112
112
1 18
1 18
116
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.337
438 69 148
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479 72 148
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460 75 142
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Shellield. SD
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Pendlelon. All
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Shellield, SD
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Pendlelon. All..148
Gwynn. SD
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42
Bullet. LA
36
Lankford. Sll
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Roberts. Cin
32
Finley. Hou
31
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Tewksbury. SlL
Maddux. Chi
Swill. SF
Morgan, Chi
Glavine. All
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COMP. GAMES
Mulholland. Phil
STRIKEOUTS
Cone. NY
Smoltz. Atl
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2.16
2.16
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31
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164
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Soever. Hou
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BATTING
E.Martinez, Sea
Pucket. Minn
Mack. Minn
Thomas. Chi
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Harper, Minn
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HOME RUNS
McGwire, Oak
JuGonzalez. Tex
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DOUBLES
E. Martin/. Sea.
Mallingly. NY....
Griffey. Sea
Jeffenes. KC....
TRIPLES
Devereaux. Ball
Anderson Bait..
RUNS
Phillips. Del
E. Martinz. Sea.
Pucketl. Min

Ever Get A Pol Med!

VICTORIES
Glavin. All
Maddux. Chi
Smoltz. All
Cone, NY
Hill. Mil

AB R H
PCT
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330
118 480 82 158
328
1 17 462 76 152
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117 416 76 134
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112 423 76 135
.312
104 381 46 120
.311
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McDowell. Chi
Brown. Tex
Morris, Tor
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Appier. KC
Fleming. Sea
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Appier. KC
Guzman. Tor
Mussina. Ball
McDowell. Chi
SAVES
Eckersley. Oak
Aguilera. Minn
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McDowell. Chi
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Perez. NY
R. Johnson, Sea
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Rogers, Tex
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15-5
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14-5
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2.35
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38
32
10
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Attention Artists!

AWEsrwosr
BG NEWS
PROOFREADERS

Enter your works in the

UI€LCOM€
BACK
STUDCNTSU

11th Annual
Wood County
Fine Art Show
Sponsored by the Wood County Park District

Saturday, October 3,1992
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at the
Wood County Courthouse

Stop by ond see our FALL listings!

needed immediately for
Fall semester

B.G.S.U. Artists encouraged to participate
No artists' fees - not a juried event
Register by calling the
Wood County Park District at
353-1897.
Registration deadline Friday,
October 2nd.

Greenbrior, Inc.

Call: Nikki at 372-5850 or
The BG News at 372-6968
for more information

224 €. Wooster
352-0717

Paid or volunteer positions available.

./..,...!„.

CAMPUS CORNER
• Sportswear
• College Transfers
• Sewn on Letters
(Next Day Service)
• All Greek Letters & Transfers
• Film Developing

.--*.--*■-

,ft. AlMI.-.MMMM W.4 •

Wood County Park District
18729 Mercer Road, Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)353-1897

J\

T.O.'s

,

FRESHMEN - WELCOME TO BGSU

a

Make your plans now for the first BIG PARTY on campus!

n

FOOTBALL HOME OPENERI V

UNDER THE LIGHTS!

BGSU vs OSU r-shirrs ond
Sweatshirts now available!
900 E. Wooster
(Across from Kohl Hall)

352-3365

BOWLING GREEN VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3 - 7:00 P.M. @ DOYT L. PERRY STADIUM
JUST PRESENT YOUR BGSU STUDENT I.D. AT THE GATE FOR ADMISSION

**•**••••*****•******••*********lH***********************lHk*******************lH****
*
*
*
visit
*
*

WELCOME BACK

{

Ihe little
£hep
for your

School Supplies; BGSU Shirts & Sweatshirts; Greek, Gifts, Greeting Cards
UNIVERSITY UNION M-Fe AM-4:45PM 372-2851
r**********lHH*******lHriHHr**********************lH*********^
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Soccer team keeping
success in perspective

'%

by Randy Setter
sports writer

BCNewilm Norman

Senior forward Rob Marietta and a teammate fight for control of the ball during preseason practice
last week. The soccer team will be looking to defend its 1991 Mid-American Soccer Conference title.

After posting a 16-2-2 record
last season and finishing 24th
in the nation, soccer coach
Gary Palmisano wants the rest
of the teams to know Bowling
Green is a top team and plans
to stay.
"Everybody fields top teams
so we must respect opponents,"Palmisano said, "We
need to send the message out
early in the season that we will
be a top calibre team."
To accomplish this, Palmisano stressed the need for his
team not to live on the team's
past successes. Instead, the
team plans to use last year's
success as a foundation to build
on for this year.
"Last season was somewhat
of a barometer for
us,"Palmisano said. 16-2-2 was
something special like the

football team going 11-1, but
we need to put success behind
them and focus on this season."
Building on previous success
will not be easy. The squad lost
6 players including both goalkeepers, Greg Murphy and
Kevin Hughes, forward Ken
Sorensen, midfielders Steve
Cain and Chris Iantoni and defender Mark Dorenkott.
The team gained nine
players - seven freshman and
two transfer students recruited to immediately fill key
vacancies.
John Sgro, a junior transfer
student from Herkimer Junior
College, joins the team to help
equalize the loss of Cain and
Iantoni in the midfield. Sgro
could be moved to a forward
position due to his quickness.
Dan Traver, a sophomore
transfer student also from
Herkimer, was brought in to
protect the Falcon net. Traver
surrendered only 10 goals and

posted 14 shutouts last season
as a goaltender on the junior
college level.
The squad returns 14 lettermen, including seven starters.
Rob Martella, Tom Kinney and
Chris Williams will provide
team leadership as the in
captains.
Martella returns as one of
the team's proven frontrunners only 29 points away from
becoming the school's all-time
leading scorer. Martella recorded 30 points his freshman
season and followed up with 25
and 24 point seasons respectively.
However, the iri captain is
not focusing on the record. Instead he's looking toward a
MAC title and a possible NCAA
berth.
"I'm just going with
it,"Martella said."I'd rather
see someone on the team
See SOCCER, page twenty.

ndicted Miami players
Blackney searching for
chink in the Falcon armor in scholarship scanda
by Erik Puplllo
assistant sports editor
Every dark cloud has a silver
lining, but in the case of last
year's special teams unit, every
silver cloud has a couple of dark
linings. "I was very happy with
our special teams last season, but
obviously there are a few positions that we need to dramatically improve on," head coach
Gary Blackney said. "Two areas
that we can improve on, is in
place kicking and punting."
The incumbent place kicker,
and only returner from last
season's platoon, is sophomore
Brian Lever. Lever converted on
all 23 of his point after touchdowns, but only connected on
5-12 field goals. One of Lever's
problems was that his accuracy
tended to fade as the field goal
attempt got longer.
Derek Schorejs has come over
from the soccer team to push
Lever for the place kicking assignment. Right now, Schorejs
has shown the stronger leg, but
Lever is the more accurate of the
two.
"We could have a situation
where Brian (Lever) will kick
extra points and short to medium
ranged field goals while Derek
will kick off and attempt our
longer field goals," Blackney
said. "The job is still up in the air
and platooning the two is not out
of the question, if neither of them
can step up and assert themselves."
Special teams coach Tony Pusateri thinks that nothing is writ-

Are you
far from
home?

ten in stone as far as the kicking Bowling Green high school.
goes.
Tracy has come to BG on a base"As far as I'm concerned, there ball scholarship, but his 40-yard
is still a fierce battle going on be- average in high school has found
tween the two of them," Pusateri him some room on the football
said.
squad.
"Tracy looks like a hot prosThe punting game is in the pect for the future, but we hasame situation. Incumbent Rob ven't seen what he can fully do
Donahue returns after a season because he twisted his ankle in
an All-Star baseball game this
summer," Blackney said.

"[Andy] Tracy looks like a
hot prospect for the future,
but we haven't seen what he
can fully do because he
twisted his ankle in an
All-Star baseball game this
summer"
Gary Blackney, head
football coach
in which he finished seventh in
the MAC as a true freshman with
a 36.4 yard average.
"Rob did an adequate job last
year, but he does need some improvement," Blackney said. "He
has gone from his three-step
drop from last year to a two-step
drop this year and he's getting
the ball off a lot quicker. He has
also seemed to mature a little
more physically and he should
have more strength."
Challenging Donahue will be
freshman Andy Tracy from

As far as the return game goes,
look for Mark Szlachic to continue to return punts after he finished second in the MAC with a
8.2 yard average. Replacing
Szlachic, if necessary, will be
either sophomore Ronnie Redd, a
wide receiver from Huber
Heights, or sophomore cornerback Steve Ayers.
Redd will also double as a kickoff returner. He'll be joined by
one of a trio of running backs:
Zeb Jackson, Leroy Smith or
George Johnson.

PEACE
LUTHERAN
CHURCH
1028 Pearl St.
Bowling Green, OH

Worship: 9:00 a.m.

since 1983.
The players failed to meet a 30-day deadline for
responding to a letter from the U.S. attorney's ofMIAMI - Two indicted University of Miami fice offering pretrial diversion. Accepting the
football players hope their offer to enter a pretrial offer could have protected the players from prosdiversion program will persuade prosecutors to ecution.
Thomas and Marucci made their initial court apdrop charges filed against them in a financial aid
pearance Thursday. They did not testify, but their
scandal at the school.
Legal mix-ups prompted the U.S. attorney's of- attorneys filed requests asking prosecutors to
fice to single out star receiver Lamar Thomas and drop the charges and allow the players to enter the
reserve running back Jason Marucci, defense at- pretrial program.
torneys said Thursday.
Thomas' attorney, Doug Hartman, said that
Thomas and Marucci were indicted Tuesday by a when Thomas received his letter from the U.S. atgrand jury on charges of fraudulently obtaining torney's office, he turned it over to a family attorPell Grant money. The charges, resulting from a ney who apparently failed to contact the govern15 month federal investigation, shook a football ment. After Thomas was indicted, he retained
program that has won four national championships Hartman.

WeCcome Students

"George has really been burning up the field so far and shows
no signs of his broken leg which
kept him out last year," Blackney
said.
Pusateri sees a new man in the
Sarasota, Fla. native.
"George looks as fast, if not
faster than before," Pusateri
said. "He walks around like a
new man."

Bookstore
Across from Harshman

STUDENT
RECORDS
Under the terms of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974, and University policy on student
records, Bowling Green State University
may disclose such personally identifiable
information from a student's educational
record as has been designated to be
directory information.

Find a home
with us.

by Steven Wine
AP sports writer

Students have the right to refuse the
designation of personally identifiable
information as directory information. If a
student exercises this right, directory
information will not be released without the
student's consent except as provided by
law and University policy. Students
choosing to exercise their rights respecting
directory information should contact in
person the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs by 5 p.m., Tuesday,
September 1, 1992.

New and Used Texts
Supplies
Backpacks
T-Shirts
Rush Hours

Regular Hours

Aug. 24-27
Monday - Thursday
8:30 - 8:00
Friday
9:00 - 5:30
Saturda3 y
9:00 - 5
Aug. 31 -Sept. 1
9:00 - 8:00

Monday - Friday
9:00 - 5:30
Saturday
9:00 - 5:00

oo faM

m

Phone: 353-2252
j
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Buck's Cooper Hopes Health key for Braves
Atlanta pitchers hit weights to escape injuries
To "Have Some Fun"
by Rusty Miller
AP sports writer

COLUMBUS, Ohio - For a change, Ohio State
football coach John Cooper isn't looking over his
shoulder. For a change, there isn't a controversy
sneaking up on him
There are no questions about his contract
status, disappearing tailbacks or players who
have compromised their eligibility. There are
only questions about football. And that suits him
just fine.
"This year what we're trying to do is to have
fun playing football and coaching football without all this hoopla and outside interferences,"
Cooper said while relaxing in his office. "Every
year it's something. ... This year, it's, 'Hey, let's
go play. Let's tee it up and have some fun.'"
Cooper enters his fifth year at Ohio State with
a new four-year contract in his pocket and with
tailback Robert Smith in his backfield. Both
were thorny issues last year.
Midway through the 1991 season, he was entering the final year of his original five-year
contract and the administration did not seem to
be in any hurry to offer any security. But it
promised an extension before the Buckeyes'
fourth straight loss to Michigan in November,
and then came through in July with a new pact
which has ended a lot of the questions about his
future.
Smith bolted from the team a year ago amid
allegations that Cooper and assistant head coach
Elliot Uzelac had little concern for academics or

players' health, a charge that both vehemently
denied.
In February, Uzelac agreed to leave Ohio
State when the university bought out the remainder of his contract for $86,000. Shortly
thereafter Smith rejoined the team. He said he's
stronger and faster and downright tickled to be
returning to the team.
In Cooper's first season at Ohio State, he lost
running back Vince Workman after it was
revealed Workman had accepted money from an
agent. There have been numerous other off- and
on-the-field controversies which have kepi
things humming down by the Olentan^y Rivci
For now, at least, it's quiet around the Woody
Hayes Athletic Center. The only noise is coming
from preseason workouts.
Ohio State returns 14 starters, seven on and)
side of the ball. The defense is keyed by first
team All-Big Ten players Jason Simmons
(10 sacks) at outside linebacker and Steve Tcvar (97 tackles) at inside linebacker. They are
joined by nose-guard Grvu Smith (63 tackles)
and the entire seconcary of Tim Walton and Yin.
ter Paulk at the corners and Roger H;irpcr and
Chico Nelson at safety. Bryan Cook, injured
with three games left, should return to the fold
as well.

Dan "Big Daddy" Wilkinson (6-foot-5. 300
pounds) could more than fill one vacancy, left by
current Chicago Bears rookie defender Aloiuo
Spellman. The other spots are up for grabs.

by Michael Glarrusso
AP sports writer

ATLANTA - The Atlanta
Braves have the best record In
baseball In part because of the
team's uncanny ability to avoid
injuries.
The Braves are the only team
whose top four starting pitchers
havent missed a tum in two
Tom Glavine, Steve Avery,
John Smoltz and Charlie Leibrandt have pitched every game
they were scheduled to start
since the opener in 1991.
The Braves orthopedic surgeon credits a good conditioning
program and a staff that notices
potential problems before they
become worse.
"The credit for fewer injuries,
beyond luck, goes to coaches,
players and trainers," Dr. Joe
Chandler said.
The Braves, who lead the
National League West, have been
relatively injury-free this
season, except for pitcher Mike
Bielecki. He will miss the jedt of
the season with a tom ligament in

his pitching elbow.
The second-place Cincinnati
Reds have not been as fortunate.
Ten players have spent time on
the disabled list this season, including four former All-Stars.
Starting pitcher Tom Browning
is gone for the year. Third baseman Chris Sabo continues to
play, although he's been hobbled
all year by an ankle injury.
Reds trainer Larry Starr says
the injuries have been unavoidable.
"Our injuries this year are not
due to off-season conditioning or
lack of it," Starr said. "They're
all collision injuries."
Although off-season conditioning can't prevent injuries, it can
speed up recovery and reduce
the number of nagging injuries
such as ligament strains and
hamstring pulls, Chandler said.
Glavine said he works out
three days a week for two hours a
day during the offseason.
"You can't lift weights to make
injuries not happen," said Glavine, the 1991 National League
Cy Young winner. "But you certainly can lift weights to make
yourself in shape to try and prevent a lot of things."

Union regulations prohibit
teams from requiring players to
work out during the offseason,
but almost all the Braves are
conscientious about staying in
shape, Chandler said.
"With more players living in
Atlanta during the offseason, it is
easier," Chandler said. "They
come into the stadium to work
out."
Reds manager Lou Piniella said
he wishes players would take it
easy during the offseason, as he
once did.
"I remember on the last day of
the season when I was a player I
gave my bag to the equipment
manager and didn't see it again
until the first day of spring training," he said.
Players should use spring
training to get in shape, Piniella
said.
"The problem sometimes is
that they work so hard in the offseason they come to spring training feeling so strong and quick, it
gives them an aura of invincibility," he said.
Tommy Lasorda, manager of
the injury-riddled Los Angeles
Dodgers, says some players may
take weight lifting to an extreme.

SOCCER
Continued from page nineteen.

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA 5

American Red Cross1

MAIL

1234 N. Main SI.
3 NINMS
Woll 04nw Film
G 101,3.15. US

UNFODGIVEN
Oinl Eottwovi, Moroon Froomon, Cono Hotkm
■ 130,4O0. 7tO, 9*0. 12 00
GUN IN JETTY

FURNITURE
and

tou'S HANDBAG

PanilopoAnnMlar
PO-13 1:11.1O1.4J1.7O1.9.O0. 11:00
DIGGSTOWN
Jam» Wood A too Gcuaffjr.

■ ISO, 300.100.700.9:10. 11:10
RAPID FIRE
Brandon Ua
■ 1:10,1:10.1:10,7:10.930, 1 \M
StAY TUNED
John RilMr. Pom Dowbor
■0-7:11,9:30,11:30
Starling Aug. 28lh
HONEYMOON IN VEGAS
JamM Coon A Mcoloi Coo*
• snowi nil changg Friday

* NO PASSEI

Decorating GalleRj/

Ftoo' OB—IMP • Wnoow TiMmonu • WU C<Mrif« • Port

MOR-GARD
FLAME RETARDENT
University Approved for Residence Halls
Product Available in Do-it-Yourself Spray Bottles
991 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-8147

Hours:
M.W.F: 10:00-8:30
T,R,S: 10:00-5:00

-ore."
Bob Boyle, an All-MidAmerican Soccer Conference
player last season, brings
offensive spark to the front line.
He scored 4 goals last season and
tallied five assists.
Tim Concannon and Justen
Harman each played on a limited
basis in the forward position due
to the presence of Ken Sorrence,
but they are expected to step up.
Freshman Quinton Martin could
also see playing time.
"We may move some people
around (from the midfield to the
frontline) as the season progresses just to give us a different
look," Palmisano said. "However,

as a unit we have the ability to
score goals."
Proven midfielders Kinney and
Brian Bonham return after starting 20 games last year. Kinney
finished second in team scoring
with six goals and seven assists.
Midfielder Brian Ferguson returns from a season-long knee injury after playing as a starter in
his freshman and sophomore
seasons.
Senior Mike Kelly and Sophomore Frank Frostino will compete for the other starting position.
Backing up the team off the
bench will be freshmen Ryan

McCue, Brian Hyde, David Michels, and Sean Drought.
BG will field a backfield virtually intact from last season.
The strength depends on how
well the defense adjusts to
Traver.
"After Dan (Traver) has time
to mesh with the people in front
of him, we should be just as good
if not better defensively as last
year,"Palmisano said.
Anchoring the defense will be
Pepe Aragon, a 20-game starter
last season. Aragon netted a goal
in his first season with the Falcons after transfering from Herkimer.

-late Shorn frl. 8 Sal. Only

& BACK TO (X
SCHOOL SALE
STUDENT DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Looking for good furniture on a college student budget? Globe Furniture Rentals has the styles and
prices to get your apartment set up fast. Rental return sofas, dinettes, dressers, desks, and even
accessories are all marked down in our clearance center. Present the coupon below and receive an
additional student discount on your purchase! Now thru September 14,1992.

We sell previously rented furniture at remarkably low prices!*

LIVING ROOM
Sofas
Lovescats
Occasional Chairs
Sleep Sofas
Coffee Tables
End Tables
Entertainment Centers
Table Lamps
TV Stands
Student Desks

from $119.00
from
89.00
from
59.00
from 199.00
from
29.00
from
29.00
from
89.00
from
19.00
from
29.00
from
69.00

DINING ROOM
3-piecc Dinette
5-piece Dinette
BEDROOM
Headboards
Dressers
Mirrors
Nightstands
Twin Mattress & Box
Full Mattress & Box
Queen Mattress & Box

•
from
from

$69.00
89.00

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

9.00
89.00
9.00
29.00
78.00
88.00
98.00

New Furniture also available for rent or sale.

iilottc
n Furniture

Wwn irrMfurn

i Heritors
I
I

Toledo
STUDENT
DISCOUNT 1244 Corporate Drive
Holland, OH
866-6800

Name_

Huntington's
University
Account
Rates An A+

? Furniture
Rentals

AMPONT MOHVMV

mm m&

Hunhngron
Banks

0 • M»rtng«x few* BarMr*. no ttrtngu* at FMm»> nojwfia Mr** rants of rttmngtyi BtvctTam mcorpofM • .98? Huang-on Otnaftw LncorporaM M*mt*r FDl C

I

A n%
OFF
any purchase

I
\*WSTArt

| School_

I

T

STORE HOURS:
■u^^3
Monday, 9 a.in.-8 p.m. • Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Saturday, 9 a.m.-S p.m.

Classified

Monday, August 24, 1992

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
All students are invited to a "Welcome to
BGSU Celebration", sponsored by United
Chnstian Fellowship Center. Sat. August 29.
7:30 pm • 11:00 pm. comer of Ridge and
Thursnn Sts. Refreshments served; music provided by Tyehimoa. Open jam session at 1030
pm.
Join hundreds of former BGSU students in expenenong meaningful volunteer placements
Meeting for volunteers to tutor childien. teach
adults reading and writing, or work wilh mentally and physically handicapped adults will be on
Wednesday. September 2. from 6 00 p.m. •
I 7:00 p.m. at United Chnstian Fellowship
Center, corner Ridge A Thursnn Streets. Call
352-7534
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TRVOUTFORBGSU'S
PRECISION SKATING TEAM"
Thum.Aug 27 9-10 IS PM
Tues.Sept 1 10 30-11 30PM
ICE ARENA
Call Mrs Barber at 352 0311 for more into

WELCOME FRESHMEN! We would like 10 invite you to come seee BGSU s COLLEGE
LIFE at Us beet. Thursday at » 00 PM In Rm.
115 Education. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.

BGSU students needing internships. Draco
cums, or volunteer placement for fall 1W2.
spnng or summer 19g3. are invited to meet
local service agency personnel on Wednesday. September 2,Irom 6:30pm -730pm at
United Christian Fellowship Center, corner
Ridge 4 Thursnn Streets Call 352-7534.

LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE'
BGSU SKATING CLUB/ICE ARENA
EVERY TUESDAY 9 15- 10 15 PM
NO CHARGE FOR FIRST SESSION (9/1/92)

Ebsco Telephone Service H3N Mam
Now Hiring Learn a marketable skill & make
money Co-op's & internships available. Flexible pt sme & lull time hours. Guaranteed
hourly wage ft bonus based on sales. Extensive training program ft follow th'ough Stop in
lor applications ater 4pm M-F.

GREEKS* CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
I10O0
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS'
No obligation. Nocoet
You also gels FREE
HEADPHONE R* DO
just for calling
1-800-932-0528. Ext. 65

PERSONALS
HOT TUB RENTAL
Stan the school year off with a SPLASH' Rent
alt by the week or weekend. Stop by JT't Carryout to see our Qisplay Of phone 352-5475

GRAPHIC DESIGNER, pt time, to assist with
m-house production of magazine editorial material In PageMaker and/or QuarkExpress.
Send letter giving education and expenence to
Designer. PO Box 1107. Bowling Green. OH
43*02
Need someone to work extended daycare at
St Atoy*tu» School 730-845am and/or
315445pm during academic year Start
9/1/92 Phone:352-8614

Survival Games
Let the games beginl
Jo<n us lor exoting and last paced patntball
tun. Organized games and equipment rental

354-5475
Have mornings free'
Sitter needed for infant
Weekdays - m our home
References required
352-8858

Welcome Back Ladies)
ror all your Mary Kay needs, let me be a ser
vice tc you. Call anytime! Pam. 352-4915.

Welcome Back Students

PICTURE PERFECT
PHOTO CLIPPERS
Earn $75 to $125 per day Work without p*es
Sure Call anytime 1-800 643 1345

Bartenders, wait staff, and host persons Apply
in person at Connxtion Comedy Club at 5319
Heather Downs. Toledo
Mature non-smoking female. Furn . own bedroom, share kitchen A bath, utilities included
$200. Leave message. 353-4294.
Wanted: roommate to share apt.
Own room. Wmthrop Terrace Apts

Curt. 354-5465

HELP WANTED
Childcare. Bright, active 8 year old.
M. T. W 2 8pm. Th. 2-6pm. Trans, required.
3541506

$22.l7/tv. Professional company seeks students to sell popular college "party" T-shirts
(includes tye-dyes). Choose from 12 designs.
1991-92 average S22.l7mr. Sales over twice
average first month. Orders shipped next day.
Work on consignment with no financial obligation or purchase for $5.95 - up (V saMC ac
cepted). Call dee anytime i 800-733-3265.
CEDAR

POINT AMUSEMENT
PARK/RESORT
Sandusky.Ohio
Need extra cash lor school? Cedar Point is currently accepting applications for seasonal work
in all areas Positions available on a daily or
weekend only basis now through October 4
Good wages & bonus Housing available. For
application & information call Jane at
419-627 2245

FOR SALE
'79 Toyota Corolla
$300. Reliable transportation

Call 352-3959
FREE-STANDING LOFT. COLLEGE APPROVED FIREPROOF
STURDY CONSTRUCTION WILL DELIVER TO YOUR
DORM. $65 1 423 7859
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNE R West Toledo
area, newer home 2 story, i 1/2 baths. 3
bdrmt., family rm., deck, ig fenced-m backyard. 2 car garage Lots of extras m A out. Ph.
419841-966Huff's Used Furniture

REPORTER/PHOTOGRAPHER to cover high
school sports at North Baltimore and McComb
Car and camera necessary Send letter ol application lo the North Baltimore News. PO
Box 67. North Baltimore. OH 45872
1-257-3100

WANTED
i male roommate
Large apt. -Low rent.
Call 353-3950. leave message

Student manager (or soccer
Call the soccer office.
372-2401.

686 3251
6 8pm ' Monday - Friday

FOR RENT

Van dnver. Pi. time position to provide transportation to ft from social service agency. Must
be bfwn. 2i -65 yrs old, have a valid drivers license A excelent dnving record. Submit resume to PO Box 738. BG E O E.

E tlioency Apl. *175 plus electric.
4ieCiougnSi Apt c
Call 354 4494. Sam - 5pm.

WANTED Xoppertone Spnng Break Tnp"
student representative to promote trips to Cancun, Nassau South Padre Island. Jamaica.
Daytona and Orlando. Best programs available
ANY WHERE..earn cash, free trips, plus more
You handle sales, we will handle bookkeeping.
Call lor more information 1-800-222-4432
(9 00am - 5:00pm).

Earn money and obtain work experience m
communications, public relations, marketing/sales. Apply NOW lor the BGSU Fall Teletundf
Applications available on a first-come, firstserve basis at theMiletl Alumni Center from
8:00 am. to 5:00 p.m.
Questions? Call 372-2424 or 372-7696.
Tele fund Dates: Sept 14 to Nov. 19

SamB's is different

THE
TANNING
CENTER
FALL SPECIAL

because in this resolutely laid-back

10 visits for $20

setting, it consistently serves the

with ad
expires 9/15/92

best food between Perrysburg

Offer good at
2 locations

and Columbus-and at

• 248 N.Main 354-1559
• 993 S. Main 353-8826

893-0241

Your Tanning Professionals
since 1980
we honor local
competitors lower
advertised price.

CASH BACK TO QUALIFIED BUYERS
See Dealers for Details
SPECIAL LEASE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
SPECIAL COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

WELCOME TO BGSU!

THE 'NET PILLS 4N* PACKAGES
WELCOMES ALL NEW
STUDENTS TO
BOWLING GREEN AND BGSU
AND INVITES YOU TO STOP IN AND
GET AQUAINTED
• OUR PHARMACISTS WILL HELP TRANSFER ALL
OF YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS FREE
• WE COVER MOST INSURANCE PLANS
(PLEASE BRING YOUR CARD OR A COPY)
• TALK TO US ABOUT ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY
HAVE REGARDING ANY HEALTH CONCERNS
WELCOME BACK SUPER SPECIALS
6 Outlet Strip
9ft. Extension Cords
Study Lamps goose neck
clip on
Plastic Hangers
Storage Boxes (2 sizes)
Removable Mounting
Squares

$4.99
$ .99

Theme Books 70ct
3/$1.00
Bic Brite Liners or
Clic Stic
(your choice) $1.50
Scientific or Data Bank
Calculators
$9.99
Boxed Envelopes or
Writing Tablets
$.59

$6.99
$5.99
10/11.00
$.99
$.99

GREAT GIFTS AND BALLOONS TO GO
20% OFF

■

i

100 ct FAMILY PHARMACY
ASPIRIN
17013*17* WITH THIS
P IvC/f!/ COUPON

ANY COSMETIC FROM
OUR NEW COSMETIC WALL

EXPIRES 8/31

EXPIRES 8/31

HEO. 13.S5

12.95

THE 'NEW

PILLS 'N' PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD ST.
MONEY ORDERS - 49t

FAMILY
PHARMACY

352-1693

24hr. PHOTO FINISHING

NEW HOURS - M - Th: 8 - 8. F: 8 - 9. S: 9 - 9. Sunday: 10 - 6

SALE
PRICES
EXPIRE
8/30/92

RECORD OEN
YOUR SOUND J INVESTMENT STORE
GREAT LAKES MAIL • RANDALL PARK MALL • SEVERANCE TOW* CENTER i GREAT NORTHERN BALL
•MILLCREEK MALL En.. PA. in PROSPECT. WESTOATE MALL II. Hum Ha • WOOOLANO MALLftMing ClMn. 0"
•LOGAN VALLEY MALL (MURPHY S) Anoon.. PA • FRENCMTOWN SO MALLM-XKot. ■

SoaMfc

oocrooooooo
Ask how to
get SIC.
Sec sales
associate for
details.

\
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YOUR HOME-AWAY-FROM
HOME TOWN STORE!
®

y^cgszto***

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH
SUNDAY. AUGUST 30, 1992, UNLESS
NOTED AT BOWLING GREEN STORES
ONLY. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS!
SOUTH
1080 S. MAIN
Now you
can use
your

ATM
Card
for your
purchases

SANDWICHES

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE ACCEPT:

VISA

DELICIOUS!

LEAN N' LO OR

DELUXE OR HOT

REGULAR

ITALIAN

ITALIAN

$799

$6"

MasterCard

$8"

our 108O s. Main street store
offers many services:
available at our service counter

Pump up the.

volume!

RED ARROW COUPON ■

I VALID 8 21 92-8 29 92

$ 00

! Save
1
on any

available at our store office
OVER $5.00

WESTERNI I

UNIONl I

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

RED ARROW COUPON KTW VAI ID 8 24 92-8 29 92

Our Pharmacy is OPEN

s 00

Save 2

7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon.-sat. 9-9
Sunday 10-6

»*

we're here when
you need us.

V-oSS/--•'

;

on any CD!
OVER $10.00

BEST VALUE L^

Ml

.

Party on!
SAUDER*

woodworking
STUDENT
OAK DESK
EA.

$39"

PLYMOUTH
OAK DESK

OAK STORAGE
CABINET

4 SHELF
BOOK CASE

EA*21" EA*49" Eft*21"

NORTH: 1044 N. MAIN

DIET PEPSI
OR PEPSI

$|99
OPEN DAILY 7 tO MIDNITE
SUNDAY 8 tO 10

Welcome Back

to Downtown '92
-Downtown Business Guide For Shopping, Dining and Entertainment**

i"*ihf*fWfJfafr0tf]t,ij/tf>gfrjrrryy

,\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

The
Flower Basket

lf>5 S. Main ST.
Downtown ItG
352-6395
(Next to Kaufman's)

Plant Sale

H€€l * SOLC SHOC flCPAIft
• Quality, friendly service
• Shoe care items
• Leather goods
• Items from Guatemala

All shapes & Sizes • Floorplants

August 21-September 5
plus

Fresh Flowers • Delivery • Stuffed Animals • Gift Items
Balloons • B-day Cakes • Get Well Baskets • Much More

150 S. Main, Downtown BG 353-0199

Hours: Mon-Th-Fri: 9:30-8:00 I Tues-Wed: 9:30-5:301 Sat:9:30-5:00

When Words Fail
Klevers jewelry offers a
variety of quality jewelry
for any occasion.
•
•
•
•

Watch & Jewelry Repair
College S Greek Jewelry
Watches
Engraving

KLEVERS JEWELRY

Remember when the successful kid
was the one with a 64-pack of crayons?
V

Looks like times have changed. Somewhere down the line, your schoolbox turned into a backpack, homework became an all-night project, and you learned to work the protractor you've had
since the third grade. In fact, you could show us right now, if your roommate hadn't borrowed it.
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uccess? You've stopped counting "how much" and started asking "how good?". Your successes ,Z ">.
— Q
o
&1
come from achievement, not acquisition. All alone, 64 crayons don't make an artist, and you know o. c S
it. But in the right hands, they make magic. They're tools... good ones, yes, but only tools.
O <9

I

A"

O H < a)

In 1992, your toolbox is full of computers: hardware, software, boxes of disks and miles of paper.
We help you keep it under control, in good shape and up-to-date. We discount every program,
every computer, monitor, ribbon and box of paper, every day... use these coupons for additional
savings below our low prices, but don't delay - they expire Sept. 25, and by then, the hotshot with
the 64-pack of crayons will have already been in... if only to prove he's still got what it takes.
COUPON
COUPON
■<ti A
COUPON
■<Hn
;j> 1 Off any 10-packof
;4» I \3 Off any Aldus
J> IU Off any Word
\
Off any Panamax
diskettes (reg. 4.95-12.95). ^lifetime-guarantee surge
■ software, including Page .Perfect software (reg. $135 i
1
'
"protector (reg. 42.95 & up). ■ Maker (reg. $179 or less). •or less).

45

Expires Sept. 25, 1992

-i.. eExpires Sepl. 25, 1992

^ (Expires Sept. 25, 1992

<&. ■Expires Sept. 25.1992

A. i
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Our
5th year

The Answer Factory
134 East Court St.
354-2110

Pisonello's Pizza
Free Delivery
When it's gotta be
Pizza, it's gotta be

• Medium Pizza and 2 Pops 1
Since 1964
B.G.'»
FA1

■

Pizza'203 N.K1.Main Si.

Pisonello's
and Subs, too!
Recording to a
6GSU preference
survey, students
prefer Pizza to
hamburgers.
Recording to National Restaurant
Rssociation tests.
Pizza is the better
nutritional value.

352-5166

>— —r •—* -"- •■—
.1 h. mi

hlStfe*

Free Delivery

I

*6

10"

HP

14"

16"

Small

Medium

Lara*

Ex. Large

7.50

8 50

4.00

5.75

Additional items
50
.75
1.00
1.25
Pepperoni • Muihroom •». Sausage • Ham • Bocoo • Gr Beef • Ex Oim • E« Dough
Pineapple * Dked Onions * Pepper Rings • Olives * Green Peppers
Ex Sauce - Free * III ond ) Jl equals one item
Combo Pizza tony 3 Hems|

5.25

7.50

10.00

11.75

Deluxe) Pizza
5.75
(Pepperoni, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onions
& Green Peppers)

8.75

11.25

13.50

Meatzza Pizza

5.75

8.75

11.25

13.50

4.50

6.50

8.50

9.75

5.75

8.75

11.25

13.50

(Ex. rhiaV dough and mounds of choose.)

Toco Pizza

°fifiMr !

,--—x

Free Delivery

n^^j.
ft

352-5164

ftMMWMAfle/aeWefW

J

' 1 Item Pizza & 2 Ltr. Pop »
Lg J7W
iBttSttl '
it.— si
EEGeTfce
XLg J8M
<*».*.u«- j
«»J—»'»

(Pepperoni, Soujoge, Ham, Bacon & cV*>l)

Chicago Style Pizza

J

Large 1 Item Pizza
K

Minimum for Free Delivery — $3.00 - Limited Area
Open Daily 4:00 p.m. - Lunch Fri. Sat. & Sun.

Our Blended Cheese Pizza

.

352-5166

ftW«U«eliavesWeSV

Free Delivery 362-5166

I

«ui7«<e»>».

i PIS8*^ ™**

Bowling Green'* Most Award Winning Pizza

|

Free Delivery

'

^\

352-5166 |

ijgjonoiio-s

^scssr I

.t-'izzo ftw^_._—J>.

j

(Special Sauce. Toco beef, Co-Jack Cheese,
Onions, lettuce, Tomato)

Hot Submarine Sandwiches
MADE TO ORDER

J

Italian Sub (Ham, Salami, Bologna, Mozzorella Cheese)

S3 50

Ham or Roast Beef (with AmerioWMouoreHa Cheese)

3.50

Deluxe Roast Beef or Ham (Mozzorella, Mushrooms, Tomatoes ond lettuce) ..

4.00

Turkey Sub (American/MozzareRo Cheese, lettuce)

3.50

Pizza Sub (Pepperoni, Mozzarella, and Special Pizza Sauce)

3.50

Veg. Sub (Am./Mou. Oi., Mushrooms, Tomatoes, lettuce & Onion)

3.50

STEAK SUB (A large, seasoned, chopped Steak, Mushrooms, Pizza Sauce,

Extra Cheese, Mushrooms or Tomatoes

or Any 5 hems

i essKs

$9RS

, "~~\

Free DeRvery I

I .-Pisiweiert 352'5'" I
I Pizio^r": *i88sr |
■

ftkl -U -ft

J

m

.ft. J.

J

with cheese

1.50

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, Ml. Dew, Coke Classic, Diet Coke, Sprite (tax inc.)

.50

Small Pizza and Pop
$

each .25
1.00

Large Specialty Pizza

4.00

ALL SUBS ARE MADE TO ORDER WITH YOUR CHOICE Of: Onions. Catsup,
Mustard, Mayonnaise, Lettuce, Pizza Sauce, Fickles, Pepper Rings. It Dressing .... FREEH
Garlic Bread (6 slices)

has served more
Pizzas than any
pizzeria in Boujling
Green. Vou know
we have to be
Good!!

»A«5

~X

Mozzarella Cheese, Pepper Rings, & Onions)

Pisonello's

I. nr

W
o*.»syt.p«.

I

25

4
/-N
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J
I
I

* Salods, Breodsticks & Nochos now available '

DOUBLE PIZZA

DOUBLE PIZZA

• • • Special Prizes • «
2 Small
Cheese

-

6.00

Ex. Items (covers both pizzas)

1.00

2 Medium
7.75
1.50

2 Large
9.50
2.00

FREE DELIVERY

352-5166
Not votid with any other offer

Coupon not needed!

B.C. ONLY

Expires 10-3O92

I1IC DO PARTIES, CATERING RND FUND RAISING
CRIL FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNT DETAILS)
PRICES AND HOURS SUBJECT TO CHANGC.

■ PlZtO's-eiee.

■
I

•

Sffjiior.

• c OftXY
N* -44 -ft a-» ■*- •*-

Large Sub and Pop

It-.cn
53 MJ
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POP FREE
Free Delivery
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LUBE, OIL & FILTER SPECIAL*
ONLY $12.95
"call lor appointmenl"
Complete examination of:
unrft
• WASHER auio
/fthTTts

Head back to school In
style with brand names
that will put you head of
the class.

■^SUIIDuU'
"~\^Y\^

LESLIE FAY
ESPRIT

• POWER STEERING FLUID
XJHD'
• BRAKE FLUID
«M
• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID
"Certified ASE Technicians"
"with this ad

GUESS

1530 East Wooster

LIZ CLAIBORNE

LEE

352-0387

mint 8/30/92
"I

TUNEUP SPECIAL *

LEVI'S
LEWS DOCKERS
B.U.M. EQUIPMENT

4 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder

SUNOCO

HAGGAR

(Most Cars and Trucks)

1530 East Wooster

SANTANA

INCLUDES: Analysis ol starbng. charging and engine
system plus we set liming, install new spark plugs, adjust
carburetor, lubricate and adjust choke.

352-0387
"Certified ASE Teetmicianf"

ARROW
NIKE

$32.95
$36.96
$39.96

'with this ad

Expires 8/30/92

JOCKEY FOR HIM
LONDON FOG

BRAKE SERVICE SPECIAL
ONLY $59.95

UNION BAY
PLAYTEX
HANES TOOI
ISOTONER SLIPPERS

<\^\
CllUnrn
\ H^T
^^>^\

SPRINGMAID
AND MOREI

• INSPECT BRAKE HOSES
• INSPECT CALIPERS
• ADD FLUID AS NEEDED
• INSPECT WHEEL CYLINDERS
• ROAD TEST

1530 East Wooster

<c^^

1iwmans

SUMDCO
~"^->^V\

352-0387

SfCKtt\
C/VVV
*+**
•with this ad
Expires 8/30/92

TIRE ROTATION
$2.00 PER TIRE

wimthisad
Expires 8/30/92

DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

Present this coupon to receive special price
1530 East Wooster
352-0387

353-1600

UH * OU» LM.MANS • 1i. I

~l

LUBE, OIL & FILTER SPECIAL*
ONLY $12.95

"call lor appointment-

Complete examination of:

___

• WASHER FLUI0
(tXtot
• POWER STEERING FLUID
>C]txV
• BRAKE FLUID
• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FLUID
"Certified ASE Technicians"
"with this ad

E. Wooster at N. Prospect 352-5155

expires 8/30/92

TUNEUP SPECIAL *
4 cylinder
$32.95
6 cylinder
$36.96
8 cylinder.
$39.96
(Moat Cart and Trucks)
INCLUDES Analysis of swung, charging and engine
system plus we set timing, install new spark plugs, adjust
carburetor, lubricate and ad|ust choke

352-5155
"Certified ASE Technicians*

Expires 8/30/92

E. Wooster at N. Prospect 'with this ad

BRAKE SERVICE SPECIAL
ONLY $59.95
DZZSHi

I INSPECT BRAKE HOSES
I INSPECT CALIPERS
• ADD FLUID AS NEEDED
I INSPECT WHEEL CYLINDERS
lROAD TEST

E. Wooster at N. Prospect 352-5155

®

"with this ad
Expires 8/30/92

TIRE ROTATION
$2.00 PER TIRE

•with this ad
Expires 8/30/92

Present this coupon to receive special price
E. Wooster at_N._Prospect_352-5_155.

"I

~l

SHOP

The
money you spend
helps Bowling Green grow and prosper
A part of everything you spend in local stores goes to
make Bowling Green a better place in which to live.
Merchants pay taxes, donate to community and university projects, and generally support local institutions. The merchants want to work to improve and
support good life in our community.

When you shop locally, everyone benefits. It's more
convenient so you save gas and time. And you get
good service in Bowling Green because local businessmen appreciate your business. They depend on
you to keep your business. They depend on you to
keep their stores going strong. And some of what you
spend goes back into the community in the form of
taxes to help pay for the services needed to keep a
community attractive and strong.

Ben Franklin

ON SALE
August 24th thru September 13th
Open 9-9 Daily Sun 11-5
1 54 S. Main St. Downtown B|C
FULL LENGTH
OOOR MIRROR

Drawing

' /'/

WahuHWMjh
arooo* (ram*.
14' a 50* Ma.

Sketch
Sketch an 1 Drawing Pads.

I

2 5% Off

'POST IT* NOTE MEMO CUBE
Each Cube has 450
"Post il Notes" Sheets.
3 x 3 in size, pastel
colors.2.50 OP.

Dry Temp Art Colors Paint.

25% Off

Assorted Artist Brush Sets.

20% OH

-N

%J
^

"!?*
*»*•
$6.46

c^*
Join oi ■

Buy 10 cards c id

\
^

Purchase can ie
or
Special printi g

•SB Fun-Tatr

H
While Foamboard .
Colored Foamboard
Neon Foamboard . .

Assorted Calligraphy Pens.

77 <

Steno Books Standard
6x9 size, 80 sheets,
white or green.

C
O

■FUN-TAK* REUSABLE ADHESIVE
8M* 'on up win Fun-Tat Aapiacaa noiia
and tack*.

94 <

2 for Si

u

Spool 0' Ribbon. Asstd colors

3 Spools $1

N

Tatioos

Onward* Stationery. Your cho*ce
0I6O cl writing tablets or 30-cl and
16 ct envelopes Assorted
a?

Assorted Mounting Boards. 34

Sal* 20% Off

.

Cc

"Temporary Taltoos"
2 Sheets of 3
to a sheet.
Total of 6 Tattoos.
It's easy to remove,
and fun.

2.99
Creative Twist." Asstd colors

2«$1

p

o

25% Off

Artist Canvas
all Stock Sizes.

25% Off

Merchandise an
O Special Event
O Wedding \ up
O Balloons p is
and Sculptil es
O Ready anc
and Bannei
O Party Plant nc
O Party Light
O Special Th<
O Gift Wrap- in<
O Complete J
Plastic Tabl wi
and Season 3I.

11x81/2-130 count
77 <

GOOSENECK DESK LAMP
Grtat lot tludanl dash, labit. etc
F*
ML 360° nanbl« neck In wNle or black

$6.99
COUPON

Free Film or Processing
Pay for the 1 st roll and the 2nd of the same size is free - 12-24 exp.

or
get a free roll of film - 12-24 exp.
Example: 12 exp. processing entitles you to a 12 exp. film.
good thru Sept. 20, 1992

COUPON
i—

——————*—- -————«—-—

G.

Jfirnl/aBuz

COUPON

HARDWARE
Open Mon • Sal 7:30 - 9:00; Sun 10:00 - 5:00
136 South Main Street Downtown B.G. 352-0251

b A R D S

A • Card Club

Tuck

i < id the 11 One is FREE.
|>e made one at a time
at once,
g available for cards.
Multl-Oullel Sl.lp I..'.... 7
r(Bf»kM n***! ma (>•**■•
• cox) aVDdMMcN 1 »«<■>«

I

A #* '

P

"

Lon

Twln-P.rfc Night L IghU MIKarmrMh*. on •> '00«> ato'tam
ana«i»MVl■•■»■■■ .<

BLH«

1.99

Mid Skaa>
plrtf lap. 1. ■»«••'"■<< l«

Bulb.

■ f

it Birthday
Balloon
Bouquet

N

Cloth »•«.• !■*■. nj «..

!

P.OCI"

C
O

o

499
Coupon

/ FREE
j Blc

u
p

6 Latex
1 Mylar

ft QQ «~™r
4 Oi Shoa/3ie»aa«

Bo. ol •...-. plMH —in.*
!.»• <*■■- .........

1.99

1.99

Tennis Balls

2 In. Combination
Padlock. Comes
2.29
Metal Entertainment
with FREE Bic
6-0t. Vanity Waslebaskel
Center
669853 Pencil.
400630 10x7 1/4 x 10 in

2.50

10 for 1.00

Wilson 3pk.

21.99

Removable Mounting Tap*.
Ciioat lor posters1 Bnng some 1o
coilooe' V. x ISO in <« a mama U
3-Pk. Fiaxgnp Retractable
Pen. But*, wuf - — MMOII.99
2-Pk Sharpie* Fine Point
Marker. Black' »•*■■■• .1
77'

39c

4-Oz. Elmer's* Glue-All tor
home, hobbiea, workshop1
Dries clear—dries taall No
harmful fumes! in pi a» ti

expires 9/20/92

• and Services Offered:
»"Jnt Imprinting
upplies/ Imprinting
is Balloon Decorating
'es
Custom Made Signs

Storage Cratt. A musl lor
studenls! 10x14x13 in.
Assl'd colors

Tubular Plastic Hanger.
Slock up' Colors

2.99

8.00

21"

«inMH UHHi n mj* 01
Our .bit g< Jy v*V
imMiir

Clip on Fans
while

11 /4 Bushel Rectangular
Laundry Basket In a
variety of colors.

203679

Willie llriqhr
n

9

ties
ing
Section of Paper and
ware for Theme
n3|.

19.99
■ ■■■■
■ ■■■■

1.00
Twin Hook
with adhesive backing
While 2 1/2x1 1/4 in

99C
9-FI. 16/2 Eilgnsion Cord
brings vou power1 Brown

5.99
Jumbo Smooth
Sweep Broom
804-203

©D®K]g
in, 352-2100
12-5 Sun

6.99
18 Inch Bicycle
Tire Pump
387233

2.99

2 for 1.00

8 Digit Solar
Calculator

5 Qt. Bucket for
Cleaning or
Car Washing.

20 In. Wind Machine
Keeps You Cool with
3 Speeds. Adjust the
Directional Cradle for
Air Flow Control.

376-327

42.99

14.99
AC/DC Portable
AM/FM Radio

Student Desk
by Sauder

282459

576-389

6.99

7.99

Beverage Warmer
Keeps Your Favorite
Drinks at an enjoyable
temperature.

Indoor Clothes
Dryer

B

,.

Grounds For
Thought™

Organization is
the key to
success.

Coffee Shop and Bookstore
174 S. Main • Downtown Bowling Green

Let Evans supply you with i
fitting solutions to all
your school supply and
organizing needs.

354-3266

We've expanded, to meet our customers' needs:
more variety of pastries
more seating room
more books
magazines
longer hours —
Now open 7 days, until midnight

SPECIAL
OFFER

Welcome
BGSU Students

Purchase any item
In the entire store
and receive a full

Function with Hair!

JLVr OFF

I

353-1635

fV^Nf Office tguipment
-I

"For the finest in coffee and pastries"

116 Soulh Mam Street • Bowling Green. Ohio

The Office Environment Center |

Come in to see our

FREE

NEW FALL
LINE UP
FALCON HOUSE Your
athletic shoe & sports headquarters in downtown B.G.

Bauer
Rollerblodes
Large Selection

"We service what
we sell"

POSTERS
Sports
Novelties

:«w

SWEATS
Hoods-Crews
Pants-Shorts
Plain & Printed

V......
......
.i-ii

JACKETS
Nylon Quilt-Lmod

BGSU & Local
Schools
•LMaring-

lllHoHoway

ATHLETIC
EQUIPMENT

BGSU

UH&on

FALCON HOUSE/
SPORTING GOODS

2£nHouseV
»««.RSJ
Sept. 7

eG

c

''y Pan

fr * >
123 S. Main St. - Across From Huntington Bank
OPEN MON. - FRI. 10-8; SAT. 10-5:30; SUN 12-4
Downtown Bowling Green
352-3610

Stop in for this
$35 value before
time runs out!

Rapid Printing
186 S. Main
Downtown B.G.
» 352-9118

Back to School Sale

dOUCOUfr

K3ltiiL£

Now in Progress till Sept. 15th.
Imports
Posters
Postcards
Videos

I
12

Bw n mil i.i|..s
<.«»rA|ia<l DIM s

*

Inde-Labels
Local Music
T-Shirts
Stickers

I

£

$1.00 off
w/this AD
On items priced $6.00 or more. No limit!!!
(
Expires 10/31/92
-'«
Sale, special order, consignment, or trades excluded

Welcome
Back j

248 S. Main Street
352-8578

Need Cash Fast
Look for Green Machine®

Over 300 Apartments
and Houses to Choose
From. Stop in to See
UsForAllYour
Housing Needs.

I
.—J

Member FDIC

^fe?

4

j

Soctetg
CORPORATION

The Bank That Specializes In You.™

352-5620

3L Arranqemenl

1
I
I.

HAIR - SKIN - NAILS
181 S. Main St. • 352-4101 • 352-4143

Complete Salon Services
for Men and Women
Hair Design • Perms • Hair Coloring & Highlighting
Manicures & Pedicures • Sculptured & Fiberglas Nails
Makeup Analysis, Demonstrations & Application
Facials • Body Massages
Eyebrow, Lip, Leg & Bikini Waxing
Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting

CIRRUS.

For fast cash, stop by any one of Society Bank's
two Green Machine® locations in
Bowling Green -1098 N. Main St. and 327 S. Main St.

328 S. Main
Our Onlv
Office

I'

Green Machine® offers convenient 24 hour
banking with over 700 locations throughout Ohio.
Enjoy nationwide banking, too. Because Green
Machine® is part of MONEY STATION™ and
CIRRUS automated teller machine networks.
Look for these symbols at thousanJs of ATMS
throughout Ohio and the U.S.-

"SEP-

NEWIPVE
Reman

$10.00 in FREE Matrix
Hair Care Products
with this coupon
First time customers receive products specifically chosen for your
hair type at the time of your appointment
Expires Oct 1. 1992

Salon also Carries a Complete Line of
1
Malibu 2000 • SEBASTIAN • REDKEN
I

I.

MATRIX • NEXXUS

r

PAUL MITCHELL j

DOWNTOWN

1

I
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Parking
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Parking

S. PROSPECT ST.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Amoco
Answer Factory
Arrangemet
Ben Franklin
B. G. Chamber of Commerce

6. Copy Shop

E. Wooster & Prospect
134 E. Court
181 S. Main
154 S. Main
163 N. Main
117 E. Court

7. Cycle Werks
8. Evans Office Equipment
9. Falcon House
10. Flower Basket
11. Grounds for Thought
12. Heel & Sole Shoe Repair

248 1/2 S. Main
116 S. Main
123 S. Main
165 S. Main
174 S. Main
150 S. Main

Just a Short Walk

MAP
N. CHURCH ST.

Parking
O

9

18.
N. MAIN ST.
13.

Parking

m

m

o
o
c 6.

O
>
*

30
H

15.

ROSPE( :TST.

1.

N p

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Holiday Travel
Klever's Jewelry Store
Madhatter Music
Newlove
Occasions
Pisanello's

-

■9

2.

140
125
143
328
181
203

N. Main
N. Main
E. Wooster
S. Main
S. Main
N. Main

From Campus

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Rapid Printing
Society Bank
Sunoco
True Value
MEI Salons
Uhlman's

186 S. Main
1098 N. Main & 327 S. Main
1530 E. Wooster
136 S. Main
139 S. Main
139 S. Main

Students, Faculty and Staff:
We'll see you at the

1992 BG MERCHANTS FAIR
Over 57 local merchants will be bringing
you a sampling of their products and
services for sale and display:
Tuesday, September 24, 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
BGSU University Union, Grand Ballroom
Retailers
Office Supplies
Bookstores
Electronics
Restaurants

Auto Parts
Financial Institutions
Travel Agencies
Apartments
Grocery Stores
ETC., ETC., ETC!!!

Recycling Info.
Jewelry
Sporting Goods
Investment Opportunities
Service Organizations

RAFFLE FOR GRAND PRIZES
Watch for further details!
Sponsored by the Downtown Business Association, Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, BGSU and the BG News

<■

